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Preface 
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Abstract 
 

Introduction. Nurses measure vital signs intermittently on a general ward, typically once every 
eight hours. This low frequency of monitoring may lead to failure-to-rescue by missing early 
change in vital signs. Technological advances nowadays allow continuous monitoring of vital 
signs on a general ward since these devices are wireless. We aimed to find an alarm strategy that 
can be used in these wireless continuous vital signs monitoring devices on a general ward to 
detect patient deterioration in time. 

Methods. First, we performed 4 semi-structured interviews and 20 surveys among general ward 
nurses working with the Sensium Vitals system in the Amsterdam UMC to investigate their 
attitude towards continuous monitoring devices. Second, we retrospectively evaluated the alarm 
strategy of the Sensium Vitals system by studying vital sign data and medical records of 39 
medium to high risk post-surgical patients included from the Shepherd trial between December 
2018 and March 2019. We studied the percentage of adverse events preceded by Sensium Vitals 
alarms and the number and type of the Sensium Vitals alarms. Third, in the same cohort, we 
evaluated the vital signs data around adverse events and around different types of alarms. Fourth, 
recommendations from the three abovementioned studies were translated into adjustments for 
the Sensium Vitals alarm strategy and retrospectively implemented in the self-reproduced 
Sensium Vitals alarm model to find the optimal alarm strategy. 

Results. Nurses showed a positive attitude towards the Sensium Vitals system, but prefer two 
modifications: less alarms and using personalized threshold values for generating alarms. With 
the current Sensium Vitals alarm strategy, 37% of adverse events (n=7/19) were preceded by 
alarms. Of all alarms (n=83), 58% was classified as false positive. Two third of the adverse events 
were preceded by positive trendlines in the data and data characteristics differed between the 
different types of alarms. We made nine recommendations to improve the alarm strategy. 
Implementing the post-operative course in the original alarm strategy led to an increase in 
sensitivity (0.37 to 0.53) and implementing personalized threshold values led to the lowest 
amount of false positive alarms (n=48 to n=24). 

Conclusion. The alarm strategy for continuous monitoring can detect one third of adverse events 
in post-surgical patients, but most alarms are false positive. We recommended adjustments to the 
alarm strategy leading to higher sensitivity or a lower number of false positive alarms. To find the 
optimal alarm strategy, it is important to determine the ratio between true positive and false 
positive alarms.   
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AE  Adverse Event 

ASA   American Society of Anaesthesiologists  

AUC  Area under the curve 

BP  Blood pressure 

bpm  Beats per minute 

brpm  Breaths per minute 

CDF  cumulative distribution function 

ECG  Electrocardiographic 

EWS  Early warning score 

EHR  Electronic health records 

FDR  False discovery rate 

FP  False positive 

FP-1   False positive - type 1  

FP-2   False positive - type 2  

FP-3   False positive - type 3  

FP-4   False positive - type 4  

HR  Heart Rate 

ICU  Intensive care unit 

MET  Medical Emergency Team 

MEWS  Modified Early Warning Score 

PPV  Positive predictive value 

RR   Respiratory Rate 

RRS  Rapid response system 

std  Standard deviation 

SV   Sensium Vitals 

T   Temperature 

TP  True positive 

TP-prior True positive prior 

TP-post True positive post 
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1. Introduction 

 

Adverse events (AEs) are seen in 3-12% of hospitalised patients and most often occur after 
surgery (48-66%) [1]–[10]. Post-surgical patients are therefore at highest risk of having an AE. 
Examples of post-surgical AEs are bleedings, infections, cardiovascular (e.g. thrombosis, 
arrythmia) and respiratory (e.g. pneumonia, pulmonary embolism) complications [11], [12]. 
These adverse events can become serious or life threatening (e.g. shock due to bleeding, sepsis 
due to infection, cardiac arrest or respiratory failure due to cardiorespiratory events) [13]–[15]. 
Mortality of the adverse events ranges between 14% and 19%, and is a thousand times higher 
than the intraoperative mortality [6], [11], [16].     

Early detection of adverse events is important to improve patient outcome [17]–[19]. Continuous 
monitoring of vital signs of post-surgical patients contributes to early detect clinical 
deterioration,  but is nowadays only achievable during surgery or at an intensive care unit (ICU) 
with bedridden patients [20], [21]. On the general ward where patients mobilize, nurses only 
measure the vital signs every 8 to 12 hours. This low frequency of monitoring  could lead to 
failure-to-rescue (hospital deaths after adverse events) [22], [23]. New developments in 
technology nowadays allow continuous monitoring of vital signs on the general ward as the new 
devices are wireless. These devices may notify patient deterioration earlier, possibly leading to 
less serious events [17], [20], [21], [24], [25]. 

One of these recently developed wireless devices is the Sensium Vitals (SV) system. The SV system 
monitors vital signs every two minutes, including heart rate (HR), respiratory rate (RR), and 
axillary temperature (T). When the vital parameters deviate from a pre-set alarm threshold for a 
minimal time interval of pre-defined length, an alarm is sent to the nurses on a handheld mobile 
communication device. The SV system is a discreet, wearable, wireless system and is validated 
for its accuracy [26]–[28]. Besides, the SV system seems to improve patient outcome [29]. 

The clinical utility of the SV system is not yet explored. It is unknown how nurses experience 
working with the device, including its use within patients, the accuracy, the number of alarms, 
and the effect of using the device on their daily work.  

In addition, an alarm strategy of a continuous wireless monitoring device is of great importance. 
From the ICU, we know that many alarms are false-positive (80-99%). Such an overload of false-
positive alarms can result into increased workload and alarm fatigue, leading to ignoring or 
missing clinically relevant alarms [30]–[32]. It is yet unknown whether the alarm strategy of the 
SV system generates these false-positive alarms and whether the alarm strategy can correctly 
identify deteriorating patients.  

To make optimal use of the SV system on the general ward, it is of great importance to evaluate 
the current functioning of the SV system and to possibly improve the currently used alarm 
strategy. Therefore, we aimed to find an alarm strategy that can be used in wireless continuous 
vital signs monitoring devices on the general ward in post-surgical patients to detect patient 
deterioration. This alarm strategy should generate alarms prior to adverse events to adequately 
detect patient deterioration to ultimately improve the outcome of deteriorating post-surgical 
patients.  
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1.1 Research questions 

The main research question of this thesis corresponds to finding an alarm strategy that can be 
used in wireless continuous vital signs monitoring devices on the general ward to detect patient 
deterioration:   

Which alarm strategy of wireless continuous vital signs monitoring devices can detect  
deterioration of post-surgical patients at a general ward in time?  

To analyse this main objective, first a preliminary investigation was performed about the use of 
a wireless continuous monitoring device, the Sensium Vitals system, in nursing practice on the 
general ward. This leads to the following research question:  

How do general ward nurses experience the use of the Sensium Vitals system on the ward? 

Second, the current Sensium Vitals threshold-based alarm strategy was evaluated, resulting in 
the following research question:   

To what extent is the current threshold-based alarm strategy of the Sensium Vitals  
system able to detect deterioration of post-surgical patients on a general ward in time?  

Third, we analysed whether the Sensium Vitals alarm strategy could be improved to reduce the 
number of false-positive alarms and to improve the detection of patient deterioration. This leads 
to the following research question: 

Which modifications of the threshold-based alarm strategy of the Sensium Vitals system 
can improve detection of deterioration of post-surgical patients at a general ward?  
 

1.2 Reading guide 

To answer the research questions, the following topics are covered in this research. First, in 
chapter 2 the relevant background information is given to fully understand this research.  More 
information is given about the current way of detecting clinical deterioration on the general ward. 
Additionally, some background information is given about the SV system and finally an overview 
of the Shepherd trial is given. Chapter 3 focuses on the nursing practice part of this study. 
Interviews and surveys have been performed and analysed. Chapter 4 analyse the functioning of 
the current threshold-based alarm strategy applied in the Sensium Vitals system. Chapter 5 
focusses on characteristics in vital signs data around adverse events and alarms. According to the 
recommendations of Chapter 3, 4 and 5, Chapter 6 focusses on improving the current alarm 
strategy to detect clinical deterioration in time in post-surgical patients. Chapter 7 shows the 
general discussion of this thesis and lastly, Chapter 8 gives an implementation advice for 
implementing the Sensium Vitals system on a general ward. 
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Table 1: The modified early warning score (MEWS) of the UMC Utrecht. brpm = breaths per minute, bpm = beats per 
minute, A=alert, V=reaction to voice, P=reaction to pain and U = unresponsive.          

Chapter 2 - Background 

2. Background 

 
Current way of detecting clinical deterioration  
Nowadays, rapid response systems (RRS) are used to identify and treat clinical deterioration in 
(post-surgical) patients and to prevent failure-to-rescue. The RRS consists of two clinical 
components: the afferent and efferent limb. The afferent limb aims to improve the recognition of 
clinical deterioration. The efferent limb aims to improve the responses to this clinical 
deterioration [24]. However, even with these system in place, failure-to-rescue events continue 
to occur, mainly due to a lack of early recognition of clinical decline (afferent limb) [23]. 

In the afferent limb of the RRS, the Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS) is calculated (Table 1) 
[33], [34]. The MEWS is based on vital signs values, which are the most accurate predictors of 
clinical deterioration [21]. Classic vital signs are HR,  RR, T, and blood pressure (BP). Additional 
vital signs are often included by nurses and physicians, including oxygen saturation, level of 
consciousness, pain and urine output and the level of concern [21], [35], [36].  

A higher MEWS means a poorer clinical condition of the patient, which needs activation of the 
efferent limb to respond to this. A MEWS of three or higher should activate the ward physician 
and a MEWS of six or higher, the Medical Emergency Team (MET). The MET comprises a team of 
physicians and/or nurses with advanced life support skills on vitally threatened patients [37].  

To detect clinical deterioration of patients (afferent limb), general ward nurses measure the vital 
signs and calculate the MEWS intermittently for every 8 to 12 hours. More frequently or, ideally, 
continuous monitoring of vital signs may improve the recognition of patient deterioration [17], 
[20], [21], [24], [25].  

 
 
 

 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 

O2 admission 
(L/min) 

   Room air ≤5 >5 Optiflow 

SpO2 (%) ≤90 91-93 94-95 ≥96    

Respiratory 
rate (brpm) 

≤8  9-11 12-20  21-24 ≥25 

Heart rate 
(bpm) 

 ≤40 41-50 51-100 101-110 111-129 ≥130 

Systolic blood 
pressure 
(mmHg) 

≤70 71-80 81-100 101-200  ≥201  

Level of 
consciousness 

   A V P U 

Temperature  

(°C) 
≤35  35.1-36 36.1-38 38.1-39 39.1  

Urine output 
(ml/4h) 

  <75     

Concerned    No Yes   
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Sensium Vitals  
The Sensium Vitals® system (Sensium, Oxford, UK) 
is a recently developed wireless sensor that can 
measure various vital signs continuously (Figure 
1). The Sensium Vitals (SV) system aims to notify 
the nurse, while patients’ vital signs changes. 

The sensor monitors and reports the HR, RR and 
axillary temperature every two minutes. The SV 
system generates an alarm when a vital sign value 
exceeds a threshold value for an interval length. 
Both these threshold values and interval length can be pre-set. Additionally, the delta and episode 
value can be set to determine when a next alarm may be generated. The delta value defines the 
number of samples being taken before a new alarm can be generated. The episode value includes 
the number of vital sign values that has been within the normal range before a new alarm can be 
generated. Sensium stated that with this continuous threshold based alarm strategy, abnormal 
vital sign values are noticed earlier than with intermittently vital signs measurements [38].   

The SV system is placed on the patient’s chest and consists of two electrocardiographic (ECG) 
electrodes that measure the HR and calculate the RR using impedance pneumography. The 
axillary T is measured using an axillary thermistor [38]–[40]. A further and more detailed 
description of the SV system is given in Appendix 1.  

Three clinical studies have been performed to validate the accuracy of the SV system. First, 
Granholm et al. showed in 50 patients that there was a lack of agreement between the RR 
measured by the SV system and the RR measured by a trained researcher, assessed with the 
Bland-Altman approach [26]. However, this lack of agreement might not be representative, 
because the different measurements were not synchronized, and the measurements were 
evaluated by vital sign values instead of trends. 

Second, Hernandez-Silveira et al. included 61 patients to compare the HR and RR measured by 
the SV system and by a widely used clinical vital signs monitor (IntelliVue MP30, Philips, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands) [27]. They concluded that the agreement between both 
measurement devices was satisfactory, based on the mean difference between both devices, 
assessed with the Bland-Altman approach. 

The last clinical trial was performed to evaluate the reliability of the HR and RR measurements of 
the SV system compared to other wireless vital signs devices. Thirty-one patients were included 
and, after median filtering, the HR data was considered accurately and the RR data acceptable 
[28].  

Based on abovementioned studies the SV system is considered reliable. Consecutively, Downey 
et al. evaluated the effect of continuous (using the SV system) versus intermittent vital signs 
monitoring on several clinical parameters (N=350) [29]. Patients receiving continuous 
monitoring were administered antibiotics faster, had a shorter average length of hospital stay and 
were less likely to require readmission. However, the differences were not statistically significant. 
Therefore, they recommended to perform a large, well-controlled study in high-risk patient 
populations to determine whether these observed trends translate into a significant benefit of 
continuous over intermittent monitoring [29].  

 

Figure 1: The Sensium Vitals sensor 
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Shepherd  
The abovementioned recommendation is answered with the Shepherd trial, led by prof. dr. B. 
Preckel (Amsterdam UMC) and prof. dr. C.J. Kalkman (UMC Utrecht) [41]. Shepherd is the 
abbreviation of Surveillance of High-risk Early postsurgical PatiEnts for Real-time Detection of 
complications using wireless monitoring. This randomized, controlled, multi-center trial will be 
performed to test the hypothesis that continuous wireless monitoring on the postsurgical ward, 
using the SV system, will improve patient outcome, defined as a disability-free survival at three 
months after surgery.  

The Shepherd study will include 1892 patients with American Society of Anaesthesiologists (ASA) 
classification I to IV who undergo intermediate or high-risk surgery, from two hospitals 
(Amsterdam UMC and UMC Utrecht). The participating wards are the traumatology ward, the 
surgical oncology ward, and two chirurgical wards. Patients were randomized in an intervention 
group (N=946) and a control group (N=946), according to a stepped-wedge design. The patients 
in the intervention group will receive standard perioperative care (according to the hospital 
protocols), including intermittent  vital signs measurements, and additionally they will be 
monitored with the SV system. When the wireless system will generate an alarm, the nurse will 
be asked to evaluate the patient and follow the flowchart, shown in Figure 2. After calculating the 
MEWS, further clinical decisions will be based on established protocols [41].  

The medical ethics committee of the Amsterdam UMC approved the study protocol (project ID 
NL59154.018.16).  

  

Figure 2: Flowchart for nurses when the SV system generates an 
alarm. 
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3. Nursing practice 

 
3.1 Objectives 

The aim of this preliminary investigation is to investigate how nurses experience using the 
Sensium Vitals system on the general ward in post-surgical patients. This knowledge can be used 
to advise hospitals about how to implement the Sensium Vitals system in clinical settings and to 
improve the current alarm strategy.  
  

3.2 Methods 

Study design and setting 
Semi-structured interviews were performed with the nurses of the surgical ward of the 
Amsterdam UMC who took care of patients who participated in the patch arm of the Shepherd 
trial, to gain more insight in how the general ward nurses experience working with the SV system. 
All interviews were conducted face-to-face in an enclosed room on the general ward. The 
standardized interview (in Dutch) can be found in Appendix 2. Interviewing stopped when 
theoretical data saturation was reached.  

Study population 
Nurses of the general ward were only included if they had observed at least twenty patients with 
the SV system to ensure that nurses had enough working experience with the device.  Besides, we 
aimed to interview a range of nurses across the ward, including both sexes, different working 
experiences and different educational backgrounds. With these criteria, nurses were recruited by 
the head of the ward for the interviews. 

Data analysis 
All interviews were audiotaped. Interviews were anonymised and transcribed using Listen N 
Write (Version 1.14.0.5). To organise and analyse the interview transcripts, NVivo (Version 12 
Plus) was used. Braun and Clarke’s inductive thematic content analysis was used to discover 
emerging patterns and themes in the data [42]. The transcripts were read to search for common 
opinions and experiences about the SV system. These opinions and experiences were coded into 
different themes. The defined (sub)themes from the interview were used to create a survey 
(Table 2). All nurses from the surgical ward of the Amsterdam UMC who had experience with the 
SV system were asked to fill in the survey. The ordinal survey data was analysed by calculating 
the percentage of agreement for every statement, scored from totally agree to totally disagree (5-
point Likert scale) [43]. An additional statement seven was scored with ‘yes’ or ‘no’ including 
three options.  

 

1.  The Sensium Vitals system is a reliable sensor 
2.  The Sensium Vitals system has most added value during the night shift. 
3.  The Sensium Vitals system increases the workload. 
4.  The number of alarms from the Sensium Vitals system that I receive during a shift is too high. 
5.  It is useful to implement ‘orange warning alarms’ so that I will be warned earlier when a 

patient may deteriorate. 
6.  The alarm threshold should be set personally for every patient.  
7.  When I receive an alarm, I evaluate the trend of the vital parameters displayed on the 

Sensium Vitals’ iPod 

Table 2: Survey including seven statements corresponding to emerged themes from the interviews. 
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3.3 Results 

Interview  
Four general ward nurses of the surgical ward of the Amsterdam UMC were interviewed, 
including three female and one male nurse (Table 3). Their working experience ranged from 1.5 
year until 31 years. The four nurses had different educational backgrounds and different 
experiences in working with monitoring devices.  

 
Four main themes emerged from the interviews: I. reliability, II. user experience, III. response to 
alarms, and IV. alarm strategy. 

I. Reliability 

There was a difference in opinion about the reliability of the sensor between the nurses with 
different educational levels. Both nurses with a higher education complained about the inaccurate 
measurements, mainly based on the RR measurement.  

“I do not always trust the alarms, as I have often received an alarm, like a respiratory rate 
of 24 breaths per minute, and when I observed the patient, I saw a patient just lying in bed 
with a respiratory rate of 14 breaths per minute.” - Respondent 2 

The two other nurses with intermediate education did not come up with any doubts about the 
reliability themselves. When the researcher specifically  asked about this topic, one nurse agreed 
to the inaccurate measurements. The other nurse trusted the accuracy of the sensor.  

II. User experience 

Overall, all four nurses were satisfied about the sensor. They agreed about the usefulness of the 
sensor and have faith in the use of the sensor in the clinic in the future. Three of four nurses 
specifically mentioned the advantage of using the sensor during the night shift.  

“ I experience the sensor as very easy during the night shift. Normally, I always observe the 
patient during the night with a flashlight to see if the abdomen is moving. Sometimes you do 
not see or hear anything, but with this sensor you can easily observe if patient is still 
breathing.” - Respondent 3 

With the current settings of the SV system, the nurses experienced an increased workload 
because they need to perform unnecessary actions on false alarms. However, the nurses 
suggested that when the reliability of the SV system will increase, they will not experience an 
increased workload.  

Gender 
N (%) 

Female  
Male  

3 (75%) 
1 (25%) 

Educational background 
N (%) 

Higher education  
Intermediate education  

2 (50%) 
2 (50%) 

Work experience 
N (%) 

1.5 years  
2.5 years  
4 years   
31 years  

1 (25%) 
1 (25%) 
1 (25%) 
1 (25%) 

Experience with monitoring 
devices 
N (%) 

No  
Yes, telemetry  

3 (75%) 
1 (25%) 

Table 3:  Demographics of the respondents of the interview. 
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“It is that kind of workload when you observe a patient and you get an alarm, but the  
 patient is just lying in bed. Then you did an extra action for nothing, which increase the 
workload.” - Respondent 2 

III. Response to alarms 

The interviews showed that the nurses do follow the protocol while receiving an alarm. However, 
all four nurses did not assess the vital signs trends displayed on the mobile device when they 
received an alarm. Two of four nurses did not know that vital signs trends were displayed on the 
device.  

 “ I access my own administration of vital sign values to observe the previous vital sign values, 
when the device generates an alarm. I did not even know that it is possible to show a 
trendline on the display.” - Respondent 3 

IV. Alarm strategy 

The interviews showed that the nurses have poor insight into the current alarm strategy. The 
overall opinion about the number of alarms of the sensor was satisfied. The nurses did not 
experience too many alarms.  

“I have no idea about the settings of the alarm, but I do not observe 25 thousand times in  
row an alarm. When I confirm the alarm, the sensor is silent for a while, that is pleasant.” - 
Respondent 2 

The option of applying additional ‘orange warning thresholds’ was not received positively and 
was advised not to implement. Nurses also indicated that the sensor should first be increased in 
reliability before such additional warning thresholds should be implemented.  

“No, on this ward it is not meaningful to implement the extra warning thresholds, since the  
patients at this ward had complex surgery and thus the vital signs are already deviated. By 
implementing the extra warning threshold, the Sensium Vitals will create a lot of 
unnecessary alarms.”  - Respondent 4 

Finally, one respondent had a very clear request about the current alarm strategy. He would 
appreciate personalised alarm settings.   

“Currently, we cannot rule out for certain patient that their sensor will not give those alarms.  
Sometimes we have a patient with a high respiratory rate that we already know. It will be 
pleasant to be able to adjust the respiratory rate upper threshold for example. Then the 
sensor will not generate alarms all the time.” - Respondent 4 

Survey 
Twenty out of 24 (83%) general ward nurses completed the survey. Statement 2 is based on the 
opinion of 19 nurses, since one nurse did not work during the night.  

Of the 20 nurses, 50% answered neutral about the reliability of the SV system (Figure 3). The 
other nurses disagreed (25%) or agreed (25%) that the SV system is reliable. The majority of the 
nurses (totally) agreed with the most added value of the system during nightshifts. Only 11% 
disagreed with this statement. Many nurses answered to be neutral about an increased workload, 
while 30% agreed and 5% disagreed. The majority of the nurses (totally) agreed that the number 
of alarms is too high during and a shift, and (totally) disagreed to the usefulness of implementing 
‘orange warning alarms’. The majority of the nurses do prefer personalised alarm thresholds  
(60%).  The majority of the nurses evaluated the trends after receiving an alarm (80%).  
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3.4 Discussion 

The aim of this preliminary investigation was to investigate how nurses experience using the 
Sensium Vitals system on the general ward in post-surgical patients. In general, nurses are 
positive about using the SV system in the clinic but suggest some modifications for the alarm 
strategy that is currently used.  

The input for the statements in our survey (quantitative research) were carefully taken from the 
results of the interviews (qualitative research) [29], [44], [45]. We had a very high inclusion rate 
(83%), indicating that the results probably reflect the general opinion on the ward.  

Nurses have faith in using the SV system in the future on the general ward, which is in line with 
previous research, performed by Watkins et al. [44]. However, nurses suggest three modifications 
before implementation of the Sensium Vitals system. First, nurses doubt the reliability of the 
sensor. Since previous research validated the sensor for its accuracy [26]–[28], it should be 
evaluated if the opinion of the nurses is right.  

Second, the majority of the nurses experienced a too high number of alarms. A high amount of 
alarms is nowadays also experienced at the ICU [46], [47], where 88-99% of all alarms are 
reported as false-positives [31]. When the alarm frequency and the amount of false positive 
alarms is too high, nurses can become desensitised and may develop alarm fatigue [30], [31]. 
Therefore, this high amount of alarms should be lowered in the future.  

Third, most nurses do not expect an added value of ‘the orange warning alarms’, but do prefer the 
addition of personalized alarm thresholds. Other studies show promising outcomes by 
implementing personalized threshold values in terms of amount of alarms, amount of false 
positive alarms, alarm fatigue, and detecting clinical deterioration in time [31], [48]–[51]. 
Therefore, it will be interesting to analyse the effect of personalized thresholds on the amount of 
alarms.  

Figure 3:  Percentages contribution of different answers to each statement (N=20). 
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During the interviews, two important points emerged that may have influenced the results. First, 
nurses did not have a lot of work experience with the sensor, as the number of included patients 
in the Shepherd trial was lower than expected. Therefore, nurses were not yet fully aware of the 
settings and possibilities of the sensor. Second and because of the low number of included 
patients, nurses have not yet experienced many AEs detected by the SV system. Those who did 
experience AEs were more enthusiastic and less critical about the sensor, than nurses who did 
not yet experience an AE detection with the SV system, following the interviews.  Consequently, 
nurses may develop a more positive attitude towards the SV system when they experience more 
AEs detected by the SV system in the future. 

Based on the interviews, we expected that nurses most often disagreed with the survey statement 
that SV system is reliable. However, most nurses were neutral about to reliability of the SV system 
and others either agreed or disagreed. The high frequency of neutral answers might be explained 
by the fact that the statement did not differentiate between the three different vital signs.  Based 
on the interviews and side notes on the surveys, it became clear that most nurses were satisfied 
about the reliability of the HR measurement, but doubted the reliability of the RR measurements. 

The answers to the statement on vital sign trends showed discrepancy with the answers given in 
the interviews. During the interviews, it clearly emerged that these four nurses hardly use the 
trends displayed on the mobile device. However, the survey showed that 80% of nurses do use 
the trends. This could be because the interviewed nurses were not representative, they have 
taught their colleagues, or that the nurses gave a socially desirable answer, because they know 
this should be the answer according to the protocol. 

Clinical implementations 
This preliminary investigation showed  that nurses had three requests for the Sensium Vitals 
device. First, nurses wish less alarms. Second, nurses do not desire additional orange warning 
thresholds. Third, nurses gave one specific request for the alarm strategy: they wish to set  
thresholds of alarms personally.  

Besides, this study highlights the importance of better training of nurses in how to use the SV 
system. Currently, the nurses are being trained to use the SV system. Nevertheless, interviews 
nurses did not know the settings of the SV system and, even more important, did not how to 
interpret vital signs trends. Therefore, training is essential to teach nurses about how optimally 
use the sensor at a general ward. Furthermore, during these teaching sessions, case studies in 
which the SV system contributed to the detection of an AE can be discussed to make nurses more 
aware about the added value of the SV system in clinic. It was remarkable in the interviews that 
those who had observed an AE with the SV system were more positive about the SV system and 
may probably use it more effectively.   
 

3.5 Conclusion 

This preliminary investigation showed a positive nursing attitude towards the SV system on the 
general ward. However, nurses recommended modifications of the SV system for optimum use. 
The most important modifications concerned the number of alarms and personalized alarm 
settings. Besides, this study advices in how to implement the SV system in hospitals.  
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4. Evaluation of the alarm strategy of the                
 Sensium Vitals system 

 
4.1 Objectives 

The aim of this study is to retrospectively evaluate whether adverse events were preceded by 
Sensium Vitals alarms using a threshold-based alarm strategy on continuous vital sign data in 
post-surgical patients on a general ward in time. Second, we studied the number and type of 
alarms that were generated in the study period.   
 
 
4.2 Methods 

Study design and setting  
Sensium Vitals data (consisting of HR, RR, and T data and the timing of alarms) was obtained from 
medium to high risk post-surgical patients of the Shepherd trial in the Amsterdam UMC between 
December 2018 until March 2019. These patients were admitted at the surgical ward after 
intermediate or high-risk surgery. Patients were excluded in case less than 24 hours of Sensium 
Vitals recordings were present or in case more than two third of the data for one vital sign was 
missing.   

Figure 4:  Flowchart for collecting patient and hospital stay characteristics. The blue 
boxes correspond to an action to be performed, the red boxes to a question, and the 
yellow box is the final box.  
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Data selection  
Patient and hospital stay characteristics of included patients were collected from their electronic 
health records (EHR), including gender, age, ASA score, comorbidities, length of hospital stay, 
type of  surgery, and readmission to the hospital within 30 days after discharge (Figure 4).  

When adverse events showed up in the letter of the hospital discharge, nursing files and 
laboratory and radiology results related to this event were evaluated, using the Institute for 
Healthcare Improvement’s (IHI’s) Global Trigger Tool [52]. The onset of the AE was diagnosed-
based corresponding to the EHR. If alarms were generated in patients without occurrence of 
adverse events or in patients with readmission to the hospital within thirty days after discharge, 
the nursing files and lab/radiology results from a patient’s EHR was evaluated as well.  

Classification of adverse events  
AEs were scored according to the Clavien-Dindo classification (Table 4) [53].  AEs assessed with 
a Clavien-Dindo grade ≥2 were considered as clinically important, since these AEs required a 
major change in treatment.  

  
Classification of alarms  
SV alarms were generated using the settings shown in Table 5. These settings were chosen by 
Sensium and the Amsterdam UMC based on the MEWS.    

 
The generated SV alarms were divided into six different groups: two true positive alarm types 
and four false positive alarm types (Figure 5). True positive (TP) alarms were defined as alarms 
which were related to AEs, since vital signs may deviate several hours before an AE occurs [17], 
[54]. Alarms within one day prior to the AE were classified as TP-prior, alarms that occurred after 
the AE, while the AE is still present, were classified as TP-post. 

Grade Definition 
I Any deviation from the normal postoperative course without the need for pharmacological 

treatment, or surgical, endoscopic, and radiological interventions. 
Allowed therapeutic regimens are: drugs as antiemetics, antipyretics, analgetics, diuretics and 
electrolytes, physiotherapy, and wound infections opened at bedside. 

II Requiring pharmacological treatment with drugs other than such allowed for grade I 
complications. Blood transfusions and total parenteral nutrition are also included. 

III Requiring surgical, endoscopic or radiological intervention 
IV Life-threatening complication requiring IC/ICU management 
V Death of patient 

HR thresholds 
(beats per minute) 

Upper threshold 
Lower threshold 

120 
40 

RR thresholds 
(breaths per minute) 

Upper threshold 
Lower threshold 

24 
8 

T thresholds  
(°C) 

Upper threshold 
Lower threshold 

38 
18 

Interval length 
(samples) 

The number of samples that should at least exceeded 
the defined thresholds 

7 

Delta value 
(samples) 

The number of samples being taken before a new alarm 
can be generated 

7 

Episode value 
(samples) 

The number of samples that has been within the normal 
range before a new alarm can be generated 

5 

Table 4: Clavien-Dindo classification.  

Table 5: Sensium Vitals settings during the Shepherd trial in the Amsterdam UMC  
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False positive (FP) alarms were defined as alarms which were not related to AEs [55]. When less 
than 50% of the data was available in a timeframe of one hour around the alarm, the alarm was 
defined as ‘technically false’: a false positive alarm type 1 (FP-1). When patients were already 
known to have deviated vital signs values (e.g. increased RR in patients with a known severe lung 
disease), alarms corresponding to these deviations are defined as ‘clinically false’: a false positive 
alarm type 2 (FP-2). When the files of the nurses showed notes that explained the alarm (e.g. an 
increased HR during mobilisation), the alarm is considered as ‘intervention false’: a false positive 
alarm type 3 (FP-3).  When a patient did not develop an AE and the alarm was also not considered 
to be FP-1, FP-2, FP-3, the reason for the alarm was unknown. These alarms are defined as ‘other 
false’: a false positive type 4 (FP-4). 

 
Data analysis  
Data analyses were performed using Matlab (version: 2018b, the Mathworks, Natick, 
Massachusetts, USA). First, we studied whether the AEs with a Clavien-Dindo grade ≥ 2 were 
preceded by a TP-prior alarm. For those AEs with a TP-prior alarm, the time between the alarm 
and AE was analysed. Second, the positive predictive value of the SV alarms on the occurrence of 
an AE was calculated as the number of TP-prior alarms divided by the sum of all alarms. Finally, 
the distribution of true and false positive alarms was analysed for each vital sign, for the moment 
of alarming during the day, and for the moment of alarming during the days after surgery.  

Figure 5:  Flowchart to divide the alarms in six different groups.  
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Table 6: Patient and hospital stay characteristics (N=39).  
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4.3 Results 

Patient characteristics  
From December 2019 to March 2019, 60 postoperative patients were included in the intervention 
group. For this study, patients were excluded due to availability of less than 24 hours of data 
(N=9), less than a third of the data available per vital sign (N=9), or both (N=3), resulting in 39 
patients for enrolment in this study. In total, 3995 hours of vital signs data from the SV system 
was available, with a median duration of 94 hours per patient (min: 28 hours, max: 279 hours).  
The missing data per vital sign was 286 hours (7%) for HR, 933 hours  (23%) for RR, and 337 
hours (8%) for T. Table 6 summarizes patient and hospital stay characteristics. 

From the 39 included patients, 14 (36%) patients developed AE(s), of which in 10 patients (26%) 
alarms were also generated during the measurement period and in four patients (10%) alarms 
were not generated. The remaining 15 patients (38%) showed no AE nor developed alarms. 

 
 

* ASA physical status of one patient was missing 

Gender  
N (%) 

Male 
Female 

21 (54) 
18 (46) 

Age (years) 
mean [min - max] 

 60 [26-82] 
 

Type of surgery  
N (%) 

(Subtotal) colon resection 
Oesophagus resection  
Pylorus preserving pancreaticoduodenectomy 
(Subtotal) stomach resection 
(Subtotal) pancreas resection 
Abdominoplasty 
Incisional hernia correction 
Drainage perianal abscess 
Gastroenterostomy 
Appleby procedure 
Parathyroidectomy  
Hysterectomy 
Metastasectomy liver 
Choledochal cyst resection 
Fistula complex resection 
Lymph node dissection 
Remediation of presacral fistula 

10 (26) 
6 (15) 
5 (13) 
3 (8) 
3 (8) 
1 (3) 
1 (3) 
1 (3) 
1 (3) 
1 (3) 
1 (3) 
1 (3) 
1 (3) 
1 (3) 
1 (3) 
1 (3) 
1 (3) 

ASA physical status* 
N (%) 

ASA II 
ASA III 
ASA IV 

1 (3) 
28 (72) 
9 (23) 

Comorbidities 
N (%) 

Crohn's disease 
DM II 
Atrial fibrillation  
Hypertension 
Ulcerative colitis 
COPD 
Asthma 
Bronchitis 

7 (18) 
5 (13) 
4 (10) 
4 (10) 
4 (10) 
3 (8) 
1 (3) 
1 (3) 

Length of hospital stay (days) 
median [min - max] 

 9 [3-93] 

Readmission to hospital within 
30 days  
N (%) 

 3 (8) 
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Table 7: Adverse event characteristics (N=19).  

Table 8: Characteristics of adverse event scored with a Clavien-Dindo grade of 2 or higher (N=13). 
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Adverse events  
Table 7 presents the AE characteristics occurring in 14 patients. Most AE occurred in the first four 
days following surgery (68%). In total, 7 of 19 AEs (37%) were preceded by TP-prior alarms. 
Moreover, 13 of 19 AEs (68%) were classified with a Clavien-Dindo grade ≥ 2  (seen in n=9/39, 
23%) and 5 of these 13 severe AEs (38%) were preceded by alarms (Table 8). The deviated vital 
signs prior to AEs concerned an increased RR in 57% (N=4/7) and an increased T in 29% (N=2/7). 
Atrial fibrillation was the only AE preceded by an increased HR alarm. The time between the TP-
prior alarm and the AE was between 1 and 22 hours.   
 

  

Type of adverse event 
N (%) 

Anastomotic leak 
Pneumonia 
Chyle leak     
Pulmonary embolism 
Atelectasis  
Atrial fibrillation 
Hydropneumothorax 
Hypocalcaemia  
Ileus 
Increased CRP without focus 
Pericarditis 
Seroma wound fluid 
Wound infection 

3 (16) 
3 (16) 
2 (11) 
2 (11) 
1 (5) 
1 (5) 
1 (5) 
1 (5) 
1 (5) 
1 (5) 
1 (5) 
1 (5) 
1 (5) 

Timing of adverse event 
Days after surgery (%) 
 

Day 1 
Day 2 
Day 3 
Day 4 
Day 5 
Day 6 
Day 7  
Day 8  
Day 9 
Day 10 

3 (16) 
4 (21) 
3 (16) 
3 (16) 
1 (5) 
1 (5) 
2 (11) 
1 (5) 
- 
1 (5) 

Study ID Adverse event Clavien-
Dindo 
grade 

Adverse event 
preceded by 
alarm? 

Deviated 
vital sign 

Time between 
alarm and AE 
(hours) 

1 Ileus 2 No - - 
 Increased CRP 

without focus 
2 No - - 

2 Hydropneumothorax 3 Yes RR-high 22 
11 Pneumonia 2 No - - 
15 Pericarditis 2 No - - 
23 Anastomotic leak 3 No - - 
24 Anastomotic leak 3 No - - 
 Atrial fibrillation 2 Yes HR-high 1 
 Anastomotic leak 3 Yes RR-high 

T- high 
16 
19 

27 Atelectasis 2 Yes RR-high 
T- high 

6 
7 

 Pulmonary embolism 2 Yes RR-high  8 
28 Pulmonary embolism 2 No - - 
38 Pneumonia 2 No - - 
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Table 9: Alarm characteristics (N=83).  
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Alarms 
In total, 83 alarms were generated in 20 out of 39 patients: 19 (23%) concerned an increased HR 
(HR-high), 32 (39%) an increased RR (RR-high), 14 (17%) a decreased RR (RR-low), and 18 
(22%) an increased T (T-high). The median number of alarms per recording period (median 
duration of 112 hours [28-279]) was two; corresponding to one alarm per patient per two days. 

If alarms were classified as true positive, vital signs changes were in line with the pathophysiology 
of the specific AE. The following vital sign conditions in combination with AEs were applied: 

1. Ileus can manifest with an increased HR and RR [56], [57]  
2. Pneumonia can manifest with an increased RR, but not with an decreased RR [58] 
3. Hydropneumothorax can manifest with an increased RR [59] 
4. Anastomotic leak can manifest with an increased RR and T [60], [61]  
5. Atelectasis can manifest with an increased RR and T [62] 
6. Atrial fibrillation can manifest with an increased HR  [63]  
7. Pulmonary embolism can manifest with an increased RR [64] 
8. Wound infection can manifest with an increased T [65] 
9. Chyle leak can manifest with an increased RR, but not related with a decreased RR [66] 
10. Morphine can lead to a decreased RR [67] 
11. Noradrenaline can lead to an increased HR [68]  

In total, 42% of the alarms were classified as true positive and 11% occurred in the 24 hours 
before an AE (Table 9). The positive predictive value (PPV) of the SV alarms on the occurrence of 
an AE is 0.11. Most alarms were classified as TP-post and FP-2 (31% and 27%, respectively). 
These alarms were related to the AE or to the already known deviated clinically condition.  

  

 
Figure 6 shows the distribution of types of alarms per vital sign. For HR-high alarms, 11% 
concerned true positive (TP) alarms. This percentage was higher for RR-high (69%) and T-high 
(61%). TP-prior to AEs were most seen in R-high and T-high alarms. Most TP-post to AEs 
concerned RR-high alarms (N=16/24). False positive (FP) alarms were seen for all vital signs, but 
RR-low alarms were classified as only false-positive. 

Figure 7 shows the distribution of types of alarms during the day. There were no relevant 
differences in the TP/FP ratio between the different time intervals during the day. True positive 
alarms prior to AEs were most often present between 00:00 and 17:00 hours.   

Figure 8 shows the number of TP and FP alarms per vital sign over the three different time 
intervals. HR-high alarms were mainly present during daytime and most often classified as false 
negative (N=10/12). RR-high alarms were shown during the whole day and were both TP and FP. 
The RR-low alarms were all classified as FP and were mainly present during the night. The T-high 
alarms were seen during the day and were classified as both TP and FP, but most TP T-high alarms 
were seen in the night.  

Figure 9 shows the types of alarms that occurred over the days after surgery divided by the 
number of patients included at that specific day. From day 0 - 2, the number of total alarms per 
day increased. These early post-operative alarms were mainly classified as FP, especially FP-2. 
From day 3-12, the number of total alarms remained constant with an outlier on day 7.  

Type of alarm 
N (%) 

True positive alarms prior to AEs      
True positive alarms following AEs    
Technically false positive alarms       
Clinically false positive alarms            
Intervention false positive alarms     
Other false positive alarms                   

(TP-prior) 
(TP-post)  
(FP-1)  
(FP-2) 
(FP-3)  
(FP-4) 

9 (11) 
26 (31) 
7 (8) 
22 (27) 
3 (4) 
16 (19) 
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Appendix 3 shows the figures of the vital sign data of patients who had alarms and/or AEs. Every 
SV alarm (orange lines) is displayed and every AE (yellow line) is labelled.  
 

Figure 6:  Distribution of the six different types of alarms per 
vital sign (N=83). 

Figure 7:  Distribution of the six different types of alarms 
during the day (N=83). 
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Figure 8:  True (left bars) and false (right bars) positive 
alarms during the day per vital sign (N=83). 

Figure 9:  Distribution of the six different types of alarms over 
the days after surgery divided by the number of included 
patients on that day.    
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4.4 Discussion 

In this study we evaluated the current thresholds-based alarm strategy of the Sensium Vitals in 
terms of detecting adverse events and the number and type of alarms. We showed with the 
current alarm strategy, a minority of adverse events were detected. Most alarms were false 
positive and not related to the event.  

We observed 13 clinically relevant AEs in 39 patients. This percentage of AEs (33%) in our cohort 
is higher compared to the percentages in other studies [3-12 %] [1]–[10]. This might be explained 
by our patient cohort including only high and intermediate risk post-surgical patients compared 
to all post-surgical patient in other studies. We found that 38% of the AEs were preceded by a 
true positive alarm. This detection rate is higher than in the study of Verillo et al. where 27% of 
the AEs were preceded by alarms [69]. We only included AEs that were considered clinically 
relevant (Clavien-Dindo grade ≥2) possibly associated with larger changes in vital signs, resulting 
in a higher detection rate of the SV.  

Second, we found 83 alarms in 20 patients of our cohort. This translates into a median alarm 
frequency of one alarm per patient per two days. This number of alarms is very low compared to 
the approximately 50 clinical alarms per hour per patient at the ICU [70]. The high number of 
alarms at the ICU can lead to desensitised nurses resulting in alarm fatigue [30], [31]. Therefore, 
the current low amount of alarm the SV system generated is desired. Although we observe this 
absolute number as very low, nurses on a clinical ward can experience this differently as seen in 
Chapter 2. This could probably be due to the high number of false positive alarms in comparison 
to the number of true positive alarms prior to AEs.  

Although we need to consider the relatively low number of alarms, the current study results show 
four interesting phenomena. First, most of these alarms concerned RR-high and T-high alarms. In 
other studies, it has been shown that clinical deterioration is most often preceded by HR-high and 
RR-high alarms [35], [71]–[73]. The low number of HR-high alarms preceding AEs in our study 
might be explained by the occurrence of mainly non-cardiac related AEs. The high number of T-
high alarms preceding AEs might be explained by measurement differences. In our study, T was 
measured axillary and therefore had an offset of -0.7 °C compared to ear T used in the MEWS [36], 
[74]. Since the thresholds of the SV system is based on this MEWS (T>38.0°C), patients in our 
study with a T-high alarm in fact had a T>38.7°C, which could be more predictive for an AE. 

Second, RR-low alarms were always false positive, while RR-high alarms were most often true 
positives. This is not in line with the suggestions of the nurses that RR-high alarms were often 
unreliable, as seen in Chapter 2. These differences could be due to incorrect classification of the 
alarms by the researcher, which is unlikely because most RR-high alarms were 
pathophysiological related to that specific adverse event. Other explanations for this difference 
could be inaccurate measurement of  RR by the SV system or by the nurse. Since the SV system 
has shown to measure RR accurately, the latter option is the most likely explanation [26]–[28]. 
Other studies also shows that nurses often provide inaccurate measurement of the RR: nurses 
underestimate the RR and have a digit preference, e.g. 18 or 20 breaths per minute [26], [75]–
[77]. Most likely, nurses classified RR-high alarms as FP instead of TP. Further research should 
be done to test the accuracy of measuring RR by nurses and if needed, nurses should be trained. 

Third, during the day there were no major differences in the number of alarms and the TP/FP 
distribution. This is also not in line with the nurses’ opinion. They indicated that the sensor may 
be of most value during the night. However, the types of alarms were equally distributed over the 
day. Possibly, the nurses experience support of the availability of the RR-measurement during the 
night when patients are more difficult to observe.  
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Fourth, the number of alarms increased in the first four days after surgery and then stabilized 
(Figure 9). Hollis et al., however, showed a decrease in the early warning score (EWS) these first 
four days after surgery (Figure 10) [53]. The different course of the number of alarms (increasing) 
versus the EWS (decreasing) is an interesting observation given that most AEs occurred in these 
same first four days after surgery. One would expect more alarms of the SV system when the 
frequency of AEs and the EWS is higher. Probably, the alarm strategy may include tighter 
thresholds values during these days to detect all AE.    

 

 
This study has three major limitations, because three assumptions were made before analysing 
the data that may have influenced our results. First, by determining the occurrence of an AE based 
on the electronic health records (EHR) notes, the chosen times for an AE might deviate from the 
actual time of the event. Previous research showed a delay between the nursing notes and the 
actual time of the event [78]. Consequently, the ‘time between alarm and AE’ in Table 6 could have 
been overestimated as well as the number of true positive type 1 alarms, since these alarms could 
have occurred after the AE instead of before.  

Second, the classification of the alarms is only based on the EHR data, possibly leading to incorrect 
classification. This holds particularly true for the HR-high and RR-high alarms, since HR and RR 
can increase due to both events and other interventions, such as mobilisation. The latter was 
covered by false positive type 3 alarms, but these were rarely seen (N=3). It could be that these 
interventions were poorly registered in the EHR.  

Third, the data was obtained between December 2018 - March 2019, reflecting the first period of 
the Shepherd trial. At that time, the nurses did not yet have a lot of experience with the device.  
This might have led to correct clinical alarms, but unnoticed events by doctors and/or nurses, 
since they did not always observe their mobile device. An example of such an unnoticed event is 
given in Figure 11 which zooms in on the vital sign data (heart rate) of Study ID 11 (full dataset 
available in Appendix 3). The heart rate data showed two additional periods of tachycardia, which 
in all probability corresponds to atrial fibrillation [28]. However, both events were unnoticed by 
clinicians and were not registered in the EHR. Therefore, the alarms were classified as FP-4 
instead of TP-prior and TP-post related to atrial fibrillation. 

  

Figure 10:  Early warning score after surgery in patients without complication.  
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Clinical implementation  
This study showed that the sensitivity of the Sensium Vitals system (detecting adverse events 
when they are present) is not yet optimal and that true positive alarms that occurred after an 
adverse event as well as false positive alarms were often generated. Four suggestions emerged 
from this study to improve the current threshold-based alarm strategy.  

First, the two most frequent type of alarms were ‘true positive alarms following an adverse event’ 
and ‘clinically false positive alarms’. Both alarms are related to the patients’ condition. Therefore, 
by using threshold values based on each patients’ variation in vital signs values, these number of 
TP-post and FP-2 alarms may diminish [31], [48]–[51].  

Second and third, the alarm strategy could also be improved by taking into account the circadian 
rhythm of vital signs and its alarms during the day. On the one hand, false positive HR-high alarms 
were mostly seen during the day when patients are in active mobilizing [79]. Therefore, a higher 
HR-high threshold may be applied in the alarm settings during daytime.  On the other hand, the 
RR-low threshold may be lowered during the night, since all RR-low alarms during the night were 
classified as false positive as this was related to sleep and/or to opioid use in the first days after 
surgery. The T-high alarms were equally distributed throughout the day, in line with little changes 
in temperature during the day [80], which suggested not to change the threshold during the day. 
The abovementioned daily patterns of vital sign were also seen in our sub cohort of patients with 
no adverse events and no alarms. In these non-AE non-alarm patients (N=25) the median 
difference between the median vital signs values during day (07am-23pm) and night (23pm-
07am) were calculated. HR was 4 bpm [1 - 5.6] lower during the night, RR was 1 brpm [0 - 2] 
lower during the night and temperature only 0.2°C [-0.5 0] higher during the night. Since the 
circadian rhythm is also present in the patients without alarms and adverse events, we expected 
that implementing this recommendation will not lead to more false positive alarms.  

Fourth, we showed an increasing number of alarms in the first four days after surgery, while in 
other study MEWS decrease during these days. Since most adverse events occurred these first 
days, this is a critical time period where the positive predictive value of the alarm could be most 
improved. Probably, this improving could be performed by including tighter threshold values 
during the first days after surgery.     

  

Figure 11:  Zoomed in heart rate data of Study ID 11 showing two periods of tachycardia there 
were not considered as adverse events. The green line corresponds to the heart rate and the red 
lines are the defined thresholds for an alarm (40-120 bpm). The yellow line corresponds to a 
registered adverse event: pneumonia. 
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4.5 Conclusion 

This study shows that 38% of the adverse events classified with Clavien-Dindo grade ≥ 2 were 
preceded by a Sensium Vitals alarm using a threshold-based alarm strategy on continuous vital 
sign data.  A large proportion of the alarms that were generated by the SV system (58%) was false 
positive and did not relate to adverse events. A change in the current threshold-based alarm 
strategy may help to improve the detection of adverse events with a minimal number of false 
positive alarms using a continuous monitoring device.    
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5. Characteristics of vital signs data  

 
5.1 Objectives 

The aim of this study is to retrospectively analyse the characteristics of continuous vital signs 
data of the Sensium Vitals around adverse events and around alarms in post-surgical patients on 
a general ward. 
 
 
5.2 Methods 

Adverse events  
For all adverse events described in Chapter 4 (N=19), we visually analysed the changes in vital 
signs in the 24 hours prior to the AEs and observed positive trendlines in more than half of the 
data. Therefore, we assessed the presence of trends in the data prior to adverse events, by 
determining the slopes for the three vital signs per AE in the 24 hours prior to the adverse event. 
The slopes were calculated using a linear fitting through the dataset for two different time 
intervals: 24 hours and four hours. These four-hour timeframes were shifted over the 24 hours 
prior to the registered AE with steps of two hours, since it was not known whether the registered 
onset of the AE matched the real onset of the AE. 

Trendline definition  
Trendlines were defined as predictable for AEs if the following three criteria were met. First, the 
changing vital sign was related to the pathophysiology of the AE. Second, the direction (positive 
or negative) of the trendline in the AEs’ related vital signs in the 24 hours prior the AE matched 
the direction of changes in vital signs related to the pathophysiology of the AE. Third, to exclude 
trendlines based on normal data variability or transient patterns (i.e. physical activity, stress and 
anxiety), the absolute slope values in a four hours timeframe was at least 0.167 for HR (5 bpm/h), 
0.08 for RR (2.5 brpm/h), and 0.0125 for T (0.4 °C/h). This four-hour time interval was chosen, 
because in longer time intervals AEs could arise and resolve in the same time interval whereas in 
shorter time intervals transient patterns could still be present. 

Trendline determination  
To determine the onset with respect to the AE, duration and slope of the significant trendlines, 
three steps were performed. First, we determined in which four-hour timeframe the slope was 
highest or lowest. Second, we determined how many adjacent four-hour timeframes showed the 
same slope direction to find the onset and interval length of the trendline. Third, the slope for this 
specific time interval of the trendline was defined.  

Alarms 
To visually analyse the vital sign data around alarms, the described alarm data set (N=83) in 
Chapter 4 (Shepherd trial) was expanded with the dataset of M.J.M Breteler to enlarge the number 
of alarms [28]. They performed an observational study in 31 high-risk post-surgical patients who 
were monitored with the Sensium Vitals to study its accuracy. The alarms (N=121) in these 
patients were retrospectively generated based on our criteria for generating alarms (Table 5). 

In the combined dataset, alarms (N=204) were divided into 12 different subgroups based on four 
vital signs (HR-high, RR-high, RR-low, and T-high) and three alarm types (TP-prior, TP-post, and 
FP) based on their relation with the clinical event [56]-[68], [81]-[95]. The alarms of the Shepherd 
trial were also subdivided in FP alarms types; technically, clinically, intervention and other false 
positive alarms (FP-1, FP-2, FP-3 and FP-4 alarms).   
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Table 10: Vital signs showing a positive significant trendline prior to an AE (N=13).  

Table 12: Categorizing alarms of the combined cohort in 12 subgroups (N=204).  

Chapter 5 - Characteristics of vital signs data  

For each alarm, a 120-minutes timeframe was selected (60 minutes before and 60 minutes 
window surround alarms generated by the SV system) for the analyses of alarms. Alarms were 
per subgroup visually analysed to observe differences in data characteristics between subgroups. 
When visually differences were made, these differences were also calculated to confirm whether 
the subgroups could be distinguished based on that visual observation.   
 

5.3 Results 

Adverse events  
In 13 of 19 AEs (68%), trendlines were observed in the 24 hours prior to the AE and had a positive 
direction in all 13. In four of these 13 AEs (31%), more than one vital sign showed a positive 
trendline (Table 10). SV alarms were generated in six of these 13 adverse events (46%).  

 

 
Table 11 provides an overview of all vital sign trendline characteristics prior to AEs for AEs with 
and without alarms generated based on that vital sign. AEs associated with RR alarms were all 
RR-high alarms, since there were no negative trendlines observed in the data. The onset of the 
trendlines was 6-14 hours prior to the AE for HR, 4-24 hours for RR and 6-20 hours for T. The 
interval for the trendlines was 6-10 hours for HR, 4-8 hours for RR and 6-12 hours for T.  The 
slopes were 2.7-27 bpm/h for HR, 1.2-6.9 brpm/h for RR, and 0.2-0.6 °C/h for T.  

In AEs preceded by significant trendlines and by alarms, six of eight alarms were generated within 
the interval of the trendline. The remaining two RR alarms for the AEs in StudyID 19 (atelectasis 
and pulmonary embolism) were generated eight hours after the end of the RR trendline intervals.  

Alarms 
By expanding the original data set with 121 additional alarms, the combined cohort included 204 
alarms that were generated in 43 patients. Table 12 shows the number of alarms in the 12 
different subgroups.  Appendix 4 shows these 204 alarms, plotted for the different subgroups. 

 

 

Three visual differences between TP and FP alarms in the combined data set were observed: 
 1. Area under the curve   
  2. Variability  
  3. Exceeding the defined threshold value 

One additional visual difference was observed in the subdivided FP alarms:   
  4. Data quality  

 

Changing vital signs 
N (%) 

HR and RR and T 
RR and T 
HR 
RR  
T 

3 (23) 
1 (8) 
2 (15) 
5 (38) 
2 (15) 

 HR - high RR - high RR - low T - high 
TP prior (N) 12 7 - 6 
TP post (N) 21 37 - 12 
FP (N) 39 15 42 13 
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StudyID Adverse 
event 

Adverse event 
diagnosed by 

Heart rate trendlines  Respiratory rate trendlines Temperature trendlines 

   Onset of  
HR 
trendline 
(hours  
before AE) 

Duration 
of HR 
trendline 
(hours) 

HR slope  Onset of  RR 
trendline 
(hours  
before AE) 

Duration 
of  
RR 
trendline 
(hours) 

RR slope     Onset of  T 
trendline 
(hours 
before AE) 

Duration 
of  
T trendline 
(hours) 

T slope  

Adverse events (N=6) preceded by significant trendlines in vital signs and associated SV alarms 

2 Hydro-
pneumothorax 

CT-scan    24 4 0.13  
(3.9 brpm/h) 

   

24 Atrial 
fibrillation 

ECG 6 6 0.9 
(27 bpm/h) 

      

26 Chyle leak Increased 
triglyceride 

   16 6 0.04 
(1.2 brpm/h) 

   

27 Atelectasis CT-scan    20 6 0.09 
(2.7 brpm/h) 

16 12 0.009 
(0.3 °C/h) 

 Pulmonary 
embolism 

CT-scan    22 6 0.09 
(2.7 brpm/h) 

18 12 0.009 
(0.3 °C/h) 

29 Wound 
infection 

Physical 
examination 

      8 8 0.007 
(0.2 °C/h)  

Adverse events (N=10) preceded by significant trendlines in vital signs without associated SV alarms  

1 Ileus Physical 
examination 

   18 6 0.05 
(1.5 brpm/h) 

   

2 Pneumonia X-thorax 12 
 

8 0.09 
(2.7 bpm/h) 

6 6 0.04 
(1.2 brpm/h) 

6 6 0.011 
(0.3 °C/h) 

 Hydro-
pneumothorax 

CT-scan       16 6 0.019 
(0.6 °C/h) 

11 Pneumonia X-thorax 12 
 

10 0.12 
(3.6 bpm/h) 

      

15 Pericarditis Physical 
examination 

   4 4 0.23 
(6.9 brpm/h) 

   

21 Seroma 
wound fluid 

Physical 
examination 

      20 10 0.005 
(0.2 °C/h) 

23 Anastomotic 
leak 

CT-scan    24 8 0.06 
(1.8 brpm/h) 

   

27 Atelectasis CT-scan 12 
 

8 0.13 
(3.9 bpm/h) 

      

 Pulmonary 
embolism 

CT-scan 14 8 0.13 
(3.9 bpm/h) 

      

28 Pneumonia X-thorax    10 8 0.06 
(1.8 brpm/h) 

   

 

Table 11: Characteristics of vital sign data that showed trendlines prior to adverse events  

Chapter 5 - Characteristics of vital signs data  
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1. Area under the curve  
The HR data visually showed a larger area under the curve (AUC) with respect to the threshold 
value in TP alarms compared to FP alarms in the 14 minutes prior to the alarm, shown in Figure 
12. We calculated this area between the vital sign data and the defined threshold for the fourteen 
minutes prior to the alarm for each dataset. TP prior alarms had a median AUC of 65 bpm, TP post 
alarms of 77 bpm, and FP alarms showed a median AUC of 50 bpm (Figure 13). 

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

Figure 12: Visually observed differences in the area under the curve between TP - prior (upper figure) and FP alarms 
(lower figure) in HR data. The orange vertical line is the time of alarming. Every dataset is shown in another color, 
N=12 (TP) and N=39 (FP). The dotted black line is the median data of all alarms per subgroup. 
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2. Variability  
The 60 minutes prior to alarms visually showed a higher variability in RR data in true positive 
alarms compared to false positive alarms. To validate this difference, the standard deviation (std) 
was calculated for all dataset within a subgroup and was plotted in a boxplot Figure 14. For the 
RR alarms a larger standard deviation was observed for the TP alarms compared with the FP 
alarms.  

  

Figure 13: Box plot of area under the curve for all three types of HR high alarms. The red lines represent the median 
values, the blue boxes represent the interquartile ranges, the black dotted lines represent the minimum and maximum 
values. The red plusses are representing the outliers. 

Figure 14: Box plots of standard deviations for all three types of HR alarms (upper figure) and four types of RR alarms 
(lower figure). The red lines represent the median values, the blue boxes represent the interquartile ranges, the black 
dotted lines represent the minimum and maximum values. The red plusses are representing the outliers. 
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3. Exceeding the defined threshold value  
Visual interpretation shows that RR data exceeded the threshold value for a longer period after 
true positive alarms compared to false positive alarms, as shown in Figure 15.  We therefore 
calculated the percentage of RR samples that was above the defined threshold value in the first 
14 minutes (seven samples) after the alarm. The median percentage of RR-high samples above 
the defined threshold after an event was higher in TP prior alarms (60%) and TP post alarms 
(86%) compared to FP alarms (50%). RR-low alarms were only considered FP and showed a low 
median percentage (20%), Figure 16.  

  

Figure 15: Visually observed difference in time of exceeding the threshold after the alarm was generated between    
TP-post (upper figure) and FP alarms (lower figure) in RR data. The orange vertical line is the moment of alarming. 
Every dataset is shown in another color, N=37 (TP) and N=15 (FP). The dotted black line is the median data of all 
alarms per subgroup. 
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4. Data quality  
A visual difference was observed in data quality between the FP-1 (technically FP alarms) and the 
other types of alarms (Figure 17). The technically FP alarms showed a few valid samples per 60 
minutes timeframe in contrast to the many valid samples seen in the other alarm types. This was 
especially true for HR and RR data.  

We calculated the median percentage of missing samples of 30 samples in the 60 minutes prior 
to an alarm for each type of alarm for HR and RR data (Table 13). For both HR and RR alarms, the 
highest median number of missing samples was seen in the FP-1 group.  

  Figure 17: Low data quality in FP-1 alarms. The orange line reflects the time 
of an alarm. Every dataset (N=6) is shown in a different color.   

Figure 16: Box plot of percentages of samples that exceed the threshold in the 7 samples after the generated alarms 
for all four types of RR alarms.  The red lines represent the median values, the blue boxes represent the interquartile 
ranges, the black dotted lines represent the minimum and maximum values.  
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Table 13: Median number of missing samples in the 60 minutes prior to an adverse event. 

Chapter 5 - Characteristics of vital signs data  

 

 
5.4 Discussion 

In this study, we evaluated the data characteristics around adverse events and around different 
types of alarms. We showed that most adverse events were preceded by positive trendlines in 
vital signs. It is also possible to distinguish true and false positive alarms based on the data 
characteristics.   

A strength of this study is that our results were based on raw and individual patient data and 
therefore provides new insights for improving the alarm strategy. A comparison with the 
literature is however difficult to made, since no raw vital sign data have yet been published. 

Two third of the adverse events were preceded by positive trendlines in vital signs. AEs were thus 
more often preceded by positive trendlines (68%) than the threshold-based alarms (37%). 
Previous studies also showed that trends in vital sign data are related to AEs [35], [96]. The 
remaining third of AEs in our cohort did not show any change in vital sign data prior to the event, 
while other studies showed certain change in vital signs preceding almost all adverse events [97]–
[99]. The relative high percentage of AEs without changes in vital signs in our cohort may be 
explained by the severity of the AEs. Three of six AEs with no change in vital signs were classified 
with a Clavien-Dindo grade 1, which means that no treatment was started after diagnosing the 
event. Since most other studies were based on serious AEs, the percentage of events with vital 
sign changes could be higher in these studies.  

Based on the alarm characteristics, we made four important observations that may help 
differentiating between true positive and false positive alarms. First, we found higher area under 
the curve in the HR data with respect to the threshold value in the seven samples prior to events 
in true positive alarms compared to false positive alarms. This indicates that larger changes in HR 
are more likely related to clinical events. Second, the variability in the 30 samples prior to RR 
alarms was higher for true compared to false positive alarms, implicating that data prior to true 
positive alarms vary more. Third, true positive alarms exceeded the defined threshold for RR for 
a longer time interval after the event compared to false positive alarms. This suggests that false 
positive alarms more often concerned transient patterns. Fourth, false positive alarms based on 
technical problems were generated based on a longer time interval with a lot of missing samples 
in comparison with other types of alarms. From this last observation, we learned that the current 
alarm strategy does not consider the time interval over which an alarm was generated, but is 
based on the number of samples that exceed the threshold. Therefore, the SV system could 
generate an alarm based on seven samples with exceeding threshold values over a long time 
period with samples with a missing value in between.  

A limitation of this study is observations were calculated based on visual interpretation of the 
data by a single researcher. Furthermore, the dataset was relatively small based on the small 

 Number of missing samples per vital sign  
 RR-high  

N (%) 
RR-low  
N (%) 

TP prior  10 (33) - 
TP post 6 (20)  - 
FP-1 - 26 (87) 
FP-2 12 (40) 5 (17)  
FP-3 15 (50)  - 
FP-4 11 (37)  19 (63) 
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patient cohort. A larger research team as well as a bigger patient cohort could make the 
observations more robust.   

Clinical implementations 
This study led to five suggestions to improve the current threshold-based alarm strategy. The first 
suggestion was based on the adverse events characteristics, by taking into account the trends of 
vital signs in the alarm strategy. These trends in vital signs associated with an AE did however 
not always result in an alarm with the current threshold-based alarm strategy. Therefore, the 
alarm strategy may be improved by implementing a trend-based alarm strategy instead of the 
current threshold-based alarm strategy. 

The other four suggestions were based on the alarm characteristics. First, the alarm strategy may 
also be improved by excluding false positive HR alarms based on their area under the curve value 
with respect to the threshold value. Second, since the RR alarms showed a larger variability for 
the true positive alarms compared with the false positive alarms, the alarm strategy could 
possibly be improved by taking into account the variability value. Third, excluding false positive 
RR alarms based on their number of samples which are exceeding the defined threshold could 
also improve the alarm strategy. Fourth, the alarm strategy may be improved by excluding 
technically false positive alarms based on the percentage of missing data samples. 
 
5.5 Conclusion 

This study showed that two third of the adverse events were preceded by positive trendlines in 
the vital sign data. This is higher than the one third of adverse events that were preceded by true 
positive alarms with the original threshold-based alarm strategy. By implementing a trend-based 
alarm strategy, the sensitivity of detecting AEs may be improved. 

This study also showed differences in data characteristics around different types of alarms. Based 
on these differences, false positive alarms may be distinguished from true positive alarms. In this 
study four major differences between true and false positive alarms were observed: the area 
under the curve for HR, the variability in the data for RR, the time of exceeding the threshold for 
HR and RR, and the data quality.  
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Table 14: Summarizing the previously given recommendations in this study.  

Chapter 6 - Improvement of the alarm strategy of the Sensium Vitals system 

6. Improvement of the alarm strategy of the  
Sensium Vitals system  

 
6.1 Background 

The previous three chapters showed nine recommendations to further improve the current 
threshold-based alarm strategy of the Sensium Vitals system (Table 14).  

 

Recommendations Mentioned in 
1. Implementing personalized thresholds 

2. Increasing the upper HR threshold during the day 
 
3. Decreasing the lower RR threshold during the day 
 
4. Implementing the post-operative course 
 
5. Implementing maximal number of samples over which an alarm can be generated 
 
6. Implementing minimal area under the curve in the seven samples prior to HR 

alarms 
 
7. Implementing minimal variability in the 30 samples prior to RR alarms  
 
8. Implementing minimal percentage of samples that exceeded the thresholds in the 

seven samples after RR alarms 
 
9. Replacing the threshold-based alarm strategy with a trend-based alarm strategy  
 

Chapter 3/4 
 
Chapter 4 
 
Chapter 4 
 
Chapter 4 
 
Chapter 5 
 
Chapter 5 
 
 
Chapter 5 
 
Chapter 5 
 
 
Chapter 5 
 

 

6.2 Objectives 

The aim of this study is to analyse whether implementation of adjustments based on the above-
mentioned nine recommendations can improve the current threshold-based alarm strategy of the 
Sensium Vitals in terms of sensitivity, false discovery rate, and the number of alarms.   
 

6.3 Methods 

Study design and setting  
The nine recommendations were translated into adjustments for the Sensium Vitals alarm 
strategy. To implement these adjustments in the alarm strategy, we first reproduced the original 
alarm model in Matlab using the current device settings as baseline input (Table 5). We then 
retrospectively implemented each of these nine adjustments in this reproduced alarm model to 
find the optimal setting for each specific adjustment. Thereafter, adjustments were combined to 
evaluate whether the adjusted alarm strategy could be further improved.   
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Adjustments for the alarm strategy  
The first recommendation concerned replacing 
the original threshold values with personalized 
threshold values. The personalized threshold 
values were determined for each patient over 
three different time intervals to find the optimal 
threshold values. These different time intervals 
concerned: the complete data set, the first 24 
hours, and the last 24 hours of the dataset 
(corresponding to the healthy situation of the 
patient). In these time intervals, a cumulative 
distribution function (CDF), 𝑃(𝑥) was created for 
each vital sign. The vital signs values 
corresponding to centiles between 0 and 1 
(lower personalized threshold) and between 99 
and 100 (upper personalized threshold) were 
calculated in the  different time intervals, since 
these 1st and 99th centiles of 𝑃(𝑥) correspond to 
a MEWS of 3 [48], [100]. Figure 18 shows an 
example of a 𝑃(𝑥) for respiration rate data (blue 
line). The 1st and 99th centile with corresponding 
vital sign values were shown in red.  

The second adjustment for the alarm strategy concerned an increase of the upper HR threshold 
during the day (8am - 23pm). Upper HR thresholds were varied between 120 and 140 bpm to 
find the optimal threshold to exclude FP alarms, but remain sensitivity.  

The third adjustment included a decrease of the lower RR threshold during the night (23pm - 
8am). Lower RR thresholds were varied between 8 and 5 brpm.  

Fourth, the post-operative course was taken into account in the alarm strategy by tightening the 
upper thresholds values during the first four days after surgery with changes between 1 and 5 
percent of the original thresholds values for HR and RR. For temperature, the percentage of 
change was maximal 1 percent (corresponding to 37.5 °C), because otherwise there is no fever.  

The fifth recommendation included a limitation in the number of samples over which an alarm 
can be generated. This number ranged between seven and 17 samples.  

The sixth recommendation concerned reducing HR false positive alarms based on the AUC in the 
HR data with respect to the threshold value in the seven samples prior to the HR alarm. Alarms 
were excluded based on AUCs lower than a defined threshold value. Threshold values were varied 
between 50-85 beats to find the optimal value. 

The seventh recommendation concerned limiting RR false positive alarms based on the variability 
in the 30 samples prior to the RR alarm. Alarms were excluded whether the standard deviation 
value was lower than a defined threshold. The std threshold varied between 2.5-4.5 brpm to find 
the optimal value. 

The eighth recommendation concerned excluding FP-alarms based on the percentage of samples 
exceeding the threshold in the seven samples following the alarm. Alarms were excluded whether 
the percentage was lower than a defined threshold. The threshold varied between 10 and 100% 
to find the optimal value.  

Figure 18: Cumulative density function P(x) 
with the 1st and 99th centile (red lines) 
corresponding to a MEWS value of 3. 
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The ninth recommendation included a trend-based alarm strategy instead of a threshold-based 
alarm strategy. The original threshold values were turned off and the alarms were generated 
when slopes were larger than the defined threshold values. The slope values were evaluated for 
different time intervals and slope values to find the optimal slope threshold per vital sign. Trends 
were evaluated for different time intervals: 6, 8 and 10 hours for HR; 4, 6 and 8 hours for RR; and 
8, 10 and 12 hours for T. The slopes of the trends varied between 3 bpm/h and 4 bpm/h for HR, 
between 2 brpm/h and 5 brpm/h for RR and between 0.2 °C/h and 0.5 °C/h  for T.  

Data collection  
All adjusted alarm strategies were tested on each patient data set of the Shepherd study (N=20) 
in the reproduced alarm model. The newly generated alarms were classified as TP-prior, TP-post 
or FP alarm, based on their timing and clinical relation to the adverse event. For all adverse events 
of the Shepherd study (N=19), we determined whether the AE was preceded by a true positive 
alarm.  

Data analysis  
For each adjustment, different settings were tested for its sensitivity (number of AEs preceded by 
an SV alarm divided by the total number of AEs), FDR (number of FP alarms divided by all alarms) 
and the number of alarms. This optimal setting for each adjustment is defined as the combination 
of a high sensitivity up to 1.00, but at least 0.32 (which reflects: one more undetected AE 
compared to in the original setting) and a low false discovery rate  down to 0.00 but maximally 
0.59 (which reflects: the same percentage of FP alarms compared to  the original settings). 

When the optimal setting for each adjustment was defined, the nine adjustments were ranked 
based on their effectiveness: highest sensitivity and, second, the lowest number of FP alarms, 
since the nurses preferred less alarms (Chapter 3). The recommendations were stepwise 
combined, starting with the two most effective recommendations. Sensitivity, FDR and the 
number of alarms were calculated to find the most effective alarm strategy.  
 

6.4 Results 

We reproduced the original Sensium Vitals alarm model in Matlab with an accuracy of 92%. The 
reproduced model missed three alarms and created two additional alarms. Before the 
adjustments were implemented, the model had a sensitivity of 0.37, FDR was 0.59, and the 
number of FP alarms was 48.  

Table 15 shows the optimal setting for each adjustment and the corresponding sensitivity, FDR 
and number of alarms. Appendix 5 shows all settings and their results within one adjustment. 
Implementing the post-operative course in the alarm strategy (adjustment 3) was most effective 
in terms of sensitivity (0.53). However, this improvement also led to an increase in number of FP 
alarms (N=77), while FDR remained below 0.59. Implementing personalized thresholds 
(adjustment 4) led to the lowest number of FP alarms (N=24), while the sensitivity was retained.   

No optimal setting could be found when implementing the ninth adjustment of a trend-based 
alarm strategy (Appendix 5). Although in the best suboptimal setting sensitivity was increased 
(0.58), FDR also increased (0.83) as did the number of FP alarms (N=168). Therefore, this 
adjustment is not ranked in effectiveness. 
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Adjustments Optimal setting Sensi-
tivity 

False 
discovery 

rate 

TP-prior 
alarms 

(n) 

TP-post 
alarms 

(n) 

FP alarms 
(n) 

Ranking 

0. Original settings - 0.37 0.59 10 24 48 - 

1. Personalized threshold values Threshold values per person based 
on the last 24 hours of the data set 
with centiles of 0.1 and 99.9 

0.37 0.56 12 7  24 2 

2. Daytime HR threshold values Upper HR threshold value of 132 
bpm (8am-23pm) 

0.37 0.53 10 23 37 4 

3. Night-time RR threshold values  
 

Lower RR threshold value of 6 
brpm (23pm-8am) 

0.37 0.55 10 24 41 7 

4. Post-operative course threshold 
values 

Tightening the upper HR and RR 
threshold value with 4% and the 
upper T threshold value with 1% 
during the first four days after 
surgery 

0.53 0.55 23 39 77 1 

5. Number of samples over which an 
alarm was generated 

Exclude alarm is number of 
samples > 7 samples  

0.32 0.53 8 18 29 8 

6. Area under the curve prior to HR 
alarms 

Exclude alarm if AUC in the HR data 
with respect to the threshold value 
in the seven samples prior to the 
HR alarm  < 75 bpm  

0.37 0.54 10 23 39 5 

7. Variability prior to RR alarms Exclude alarm if std < 4 brpm in the 
30 samples prior to a RR alarm 

0.37 0.57 8 17 33 3 

8. Exceeding the threshold after RR 
alarms  

Exclude alarm if percentage of 
samples that exceeded the 
threshold in the seven samples 
after RR alarm < 60 %  

0.37 0.57 10 20 39 6 

9. Trend-based alarm strategy  
 

HR: Generate alarm if slope >     
       12bpm in 8-hours timeframe         
RR: Generate alarms if slope >  
       9 brpm in 6-hours timeframe 
T:   Generate alarms if slope >         
      1.5 °C in 10-hours timeframe 

0.58 0.83 22 13 168 - 

Table 15: Effectiveness of given recommendations. 
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By combining the two most effective adjustments (post-operative course threshold values and 
personalized threshold values) in the alarm strategy, the sensitivity increased (0.53) and the 
number of TP-post alarms decreased (N=16) (Table 16). Combining also the adjustment minimal 
AUC prior to HR alarms led to a decrease in all types of alarms. However, it also led to decrease in 
sensitivity.  

Applying also the other effective adjustment (increasing the upper HR threshold during the day, 
decreasing the lower RR threshold during the night, minimal area under the curve for HR alarms 
and minimal percentage of samples that exceed the threshold) in the alarm strategy did not lead 
to an improvement in the alarm strategy (full overview given in Appendix 6).  

 
 

Combination of 
adjustments 

Sensitivity False 
discovery 

rate 

Number of    
TP-prior 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
TP-post 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
FP alarms 

(n) 
Original settings 0.37 0.59 10 24 48 
Original settings + 
Post-operative course 
threshold values 

0.53 0.55 23 37 77 

Original settings + 
Post-operative course 
threshold values + 
Personalized thresholds 
values 

0.53 0.70 27 16 98 

Original settings + 
Post-operative course 
threshold values + 
Personalized thresholds 
values + 
Area under the curve prior 
to RR alarms 

0.42 0.75 17 9 78 

 

6.5  Discussion 

We evaluated whether the current threshold-based alarm strategy of the Sensium Vitals system 
could be improved by our adjustments in terms of sensitivity, false discovery rate and number of 
alarms. We showed that these outcomes can be individually improved with our adjustments, but 
none of the (combined) adjustments showed an improvement of all three outcomes together.   

A strength of this study is that we were able to accurately reproduce the original Sensium Vitals 
model. This provides an excellent test environment for studying the influences of our 
recommendations on the alarm strategy.  

Implementation of the post-operative course threshold values (adjustment 4) in the alarm 
strategy resulted in a higher sensitivity. This indicates that it may be valuable to tighten the 
threshold values for alarms during the first four days after surgery, when patients are at higher 
risk of developing adverse events [53]. Tightening these threshold values, however, also result in 
an increase in the number of false positive alarms while the false discovery rate was retained.  

By applying personalized threshold values (adjustment 1) instead of pre-set threshold values, the 
number true positive post alarms and false positive alarms were reduced the most. This in line 
with other studies that also showed effect of implementing personalized threshold values on the 
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number of (false positive) alarms as well as on sensitivity [31], [48]–[51]. We found that 
sensitivity remained stable with this implementation.  

Implementing positive trendlines (adjustment 9) in the alarm strategy resulted in the largest 
increase in the sensitivity, but the false discovery rate and the number of false positive alarms 
also increased. The latter two were unexpected, since the trendlines were only considered over  
long time intervals (6-10 hours) and were thus considered to reflect pathological changes.  It 
would be interesting to study the trendlines in patients without adverse event to see whether 
their vital signs also show trends over time.   

Several research groups suggested to reduce alarm fatigue by changing the default settings of the 
threshold values to wider ranges [31], [101]. We also found that a higher HR upper threshold 
value in daytime (recommendation 2) and a lower RR lower threshold value in night-time 
(recommendation 3) indeed resulted in a similar sensitivity, but only a very small decrease in 
false positive alarms.   

Combining the different effective adjustments to the original alarm strategy did not result in a 
further improvement of the alarm strategy. Implementing the post-operative course threshold 
values together with the personalized threshold values led to a higher number of false positive 
alarms compared to implementing the post-operative course threshold values only. This is 
remarkable, since implementing the personalized threshold values itself led to a decrease in false 
positive alarms (Table 15). This suggest that the post-operative course threshold values were not 
optimally chosen in combination with the personalized threshold values. We recommend to 
further study the optimal combination between these two adjustments.  

We also learned that striving for a higher sensitivity could mean that the number of false positive 
alarms also increase, possibly resulting in alarm fatigue. On the other hand, a lower number of 
alarms, might go at the expense of the detecting adverse events. Therefore, clinicians should 
decide how many false positive alarms they will accept for a single true positive alarm.   

A limitation of this study is the small size of our data set, including a limited number of alarms 
and adverse events. Therefore, differences in outcomes for the settings of each adjustment were 
therefore relatively small. Although the optimal settings were true in our cohort, it is unknown 
whether they are generalizable for other medium to high risk post-surgical patient groups.  
      

6.6 Conclusion 

This study showed that the alarm strategy of the Sensium Vitals could be improved with our 
adjustments. Implementing the post-operative course threshold values in the Sensium Vitals 
alarm strategy resulted in the largest increase in sensitivity. Implementing personalized 
threshold values led to the largest decrease in the number of true positive post alarms and false 
positive alarms. Clinicians should consider the ratio between true positive and false positive 
alarms for their patients.  
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7. General discussion 

 
This study aimed to find an alarm strategy in wireless continuous vital signs monitoring devices 
on a general ward to detect patient deterioration and improve the patients’ outcome. The current 
threshold-based alarm strategy of the Sensium Vitals system was taken as baseline for the alarm 
strategy. We found that this threshold-based alarm strategy can detect one third of adverse 
events in post-surgical patients, while generating not more than one alarm per patient per two 
days. The majority of all alarms were classified as false positive. Therefore, the alarm strategy can 
be improved. We recommend that sensitivity can increase by implementing the post-operative 
course threshold values in the alarms strategy and that the number of alarms can be decreased 
by implementing personalized threshold values. However, these two outcomes should be 
balanced to find the optimal alarm strategy in post-surgical patients.   

This is the first study on online monitoring of post-surgical patients while nurses see their vital 
signs data and receive alarms requiring their action. Knowing the experience of these nurses in 
using these devices is crucial, since they are the first recipients of alarms and vital signs data and 
need to respond to these. Adequate nursing practice is as important as the alarms strategy itself. 
We therefore studied the opinion of the nurses about the Sensium Vitals system and found a 
positive attitude towards it. However, nurses argued that it is important to diminish the number 
of false positive alarms, to prevent alarm fatigue. It is important to further investigate why nurses 
experience the number of alarms as very high. When nurses will accept a higher number of alarms 
per patient, more alarms can be generated by the alarm strategy and, possibly, also more true 
positive alarms. This may lead to a higher sensitivity of the system and thus better detection of 
patient deterioration. However, accepting a higher number of alarms will also lead to a higher  
number of false positive alarms, which may contribute to alarm fatigue. It will be a challenge to 
find the optimal ratio between true and false positive alarms and to balance sensitivity and the 
false discovery rate. We highlight that is important to study this together with the input of nurses.  

The main aim of implementing the Sensium Vitals on the general ward is to improve patient 
outcome by early detecting patient deterioration. The Shepherd trial now studies these outcomes 
in a large patient cohort in the Netherlands [41]. A strength of our study is that we analysed the 
raw data on vital signs using the Sensium Vitals to first study the sensitivity and false discovery 
rate of this device. Based on these raw data, we were able to give recommendations to improve 
the alarm strategy. Implementing these recommendations in the alarm strategy might result in a 
higher sensitivity and lower false discovery rate and thus better use of the Sensium Vitals in 
clinical settings.  

Our study has three important limitations. First, our cohort size was relatively small even though 
we enlarged the dataset with additional patients. Therefore, it is unknown whether the results in 
our small cohort will be generalizable for other cohorts post-surgical patients.  

Second, we made nine recommendations for the alarm strategy which we subsequently tested in 
the same cohort as were these were made. Therefore, a second validation of the effectiveness of 
our recommendations should be performed in another independent cohort.   

Third, the detailed analyses in our study were retrospectively performed which may have 
resulted in uncertainties in our data. The adverse events were defined based on information in 
the discharge letter. However, it was uncertain whether clinicians described all adverse events in 
their letter. For example; opioid-related bradypnea was never mentioned in the discharge letters 
but patients did show bradypnea in the first days after surgery based on our monitoring data. 
Furthermore, we determined the occurrence of an adverse events based on the diagnosis in the 
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electronic health records. This chosen onset for an adverse event might deviate from its actual 
onset. Previous research showed a delay between the nursing notes and the actual time of the 
event [78]. This delay could have been present in our study and influenced the interpretation of 
our data. Finally, seriousness of adverse events varied (e.g. hypocalcaemia versus pulmonary 
embolisms) and therefore we distinguishing adverse events based on their Clavien-Dindo 
classification. However, this method is not optimal since some events were preventively treated 
and were thus classified as Clavien-Dindo grade 2, while the severity could equal Clavien-Dindo 
grade 1.  
 
Future research   
In this study, we focused on improving the alarm strategy with the recommendations that were 
based on the data characteristics studied in Chapter 3, 4 and 5. Although we recommended to 
further research our adjustments, there are also other ways to improve the alarm strategy as 
suggested by others. 

First, Subbe et al. and Capan et al. suggested to implement an automated alarm system based on 
the early warning score of the patient. They stated that their alarm system was associated with a 
higher number of calls to the rapid response team and a better patient outcome in terms of less 
(severe) adverse events [18], [51]. We only evaluated data of three vital signs (HR, RR, T) 
individually and did yet not combine these parameters in our strategy. Studying the relation 
between these parameters would be a topic for further studies.  

Second, statistical approaches can be implemented to improve alarm strategies. Researchers 
showed that median filters, a regression technique, and online-segmentation algorithms can 
reduce the number of false positive alarms [102], [103]. To distinguish clinically relevant patterns 
in the vital sign data, autoregressive models and the Kalman filter were studied and seem effective 
on their data [104]–[106]. It would be interesting to study the implementation of these methods 
in our alarm strategy. 

Third, others suggested to apply artificial intelligence in the alarm strategy to generate alarms 
[11], [55], [107]. Although this may result in a more effective alarm strategy, both researchers 
and clinicians will not know the black box behind this strategy. We already learned that nurses 
doubt the reliability of the alarms (Chapter 3), even though they know the strategy behind it. This 
doubt may become a bigger problem when a black box will generate alarms. Therefore, we 
recommend to first increase the commitment and trust of the nurses working with alarm systems, 
before artificial intelligence can be effectively used in alarm strategies.  
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8. Implementation advice  

 
We propose recommendations for the implementation of a wireless continuous monitoring 
device on a general ward in post-surgical patients, categorized into advices for nurses support 
and advices for alarm settings.   

For the nurses, we recommend supporting them when the device will be implemented on the 
ward. First, training is essential to teach the nurses about how to use the sensor and to learn their 
possible settings and how to respond to alarms. Second, the enthusiasm about the device can be 
increased if nurses share their positive experiences with the device. Third, close observation of 
nurses by researchers can help to understand how nurses interpret alarms and to study what the 
limitation of number of false positive alarms is before nurses will experience alarm burden 
possibly resulting into alarm fatigue. Fourth, interpretation of data might become easier for 
nurses when an accelerometer will be added to the device and activity-related changes in vital 
signs can be distinguished.  

For the alarms settings we have two advices. First, to decrease the number of alarms we 
recommend implementing personalized instead of pre-set thresholds values. This can be done by 
taking the last 24 hours of the dataset as baseline value or by taking the vital signs values 
corresponding to the 0.1 and 99.9 percentage of the cumulative density function. The last 24 
hours of the dataset correspond to the healthy situation of the patient. Therefore, we recommend 
that a patient should wear the sensor 24 hours prior to the surgery to determine his or her 
personalized threshold values. This seems feasible, since patients are admitted one day prior to 
the surgery in most of the hospitals. Second, to increase the sensitivity, we recommend tightening 
of all threshold values with one percent during the first four days after surgery to take into 
account the post-operative course with more adverse events in the first four days following 
surgery.   

However, before implementation, the optimal combination between these two adjustments 
should be determined. An additional advice for future research includes studying whether it is 
possible to decrease the number of false positive alarms by using a trend-based alarm strategy 
instead of the current threshold-based alarm strategy, because a trend-based alarm strategy led 
to higher sensitivity compared to the threshold-based alarm strategy.  

Although research can define the optimal alarm settings, our most important advice is that nurses 
also set the alarm setting themselves. For example, a nurse can adjust the pre-set personal 
threshold values when a patient just had an adverse event associated with changes in vital signs. 
By changing these threshold values, the number of true positive post and false positive alarms 
can be limited in this specific patient. On the other hand, a nurse can also choose to tighten the 
threshold values when the nurse experiences a disturbed gut feeling, even when the standard 
post-operative course threshold values were already implemented. 
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Appendix 1 - Background information of the Sensium Vitals 
 
The Sensium Vitals® (SV) system is a discreet, 
wearable, wireless system for monitoring the 
patients’ vital signs  outside of high acuity 
wards. The system is able to accurately and 
reliably measure three key vital signs in real-
time every two minutes: the HR, RR and axillary 
T [108]. The SV system gives alarms, and warns 
the clinicians when there are changes in the 
vital signs data [38].  

SV has three important benefits. First, for the 
clinicians, the sensor is a real-time monitor. 
Clinical deterioration will be earlier detected and notified. The nurses have access to the data via 
the nurse station or other web-enabled devices. Additionally, the SV system integrates with other 
workflows without customisation. Second, for the hospitals, AEs will be less severe due to early 
detection of clinical deterioration, which will improve patient recovery, reduce of stay, and 
eventually costs. Besides, the system is quick and easy to integrate into current systems. Last, for 
the patients, the SV system is non-invasive, lightweight and comfortable to wear. Because the 
sensor is wireless it is non-restrictive, and the sensor allows freedom of movement. In addition, 
it might give a patient the reassurance because he or she is continuously monitored [38].  
 
Components  
To monitor patient’s vital signs data every 
two minutes and to transmit these to the 
nurses, the SV system consist out of  3 main 
parts: the Sensium Vitals® Patch (Figure 19), 
the Sensium Vitals® Bridge, and the Sensium 
Vitals®  Link, shown in Figure 20.  

The patch is placed on the patient’s chest 
and can measure the HR  and RR and the 
axillary T. The SV system is placed at the 
thorax of the patient at the intercostal space 
2,3 or 4 and the temperature sensor is 
placed under the armpit. The sensor 
consists of two standard ECG electrodes, is 
showerproof, and is disposable. The battery 
has a minimal battery life of  5 days and the 
wireless range is around 10 meters. The 
patch can storage the data offline for 3 
hours [38].  

Every two minutes, the obtained data will 
be wirelessly communicated via safe and 
secure low power wireless communication 
(<10mA, frequency between 865 and 929 
MHz) to the network of the SV Bridges 
places through the ward area. Every bridge 

Figure 20: Sensium Vitals® components: Patch, Bridge and 
Link.      

Figure 19: The Sensium Vitals® Patch  
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could handle 16 patches. A frequency hopping mechanism is used for a stable connection: the 
radio technology performs a search across the mentioned frequency channels and selects a 
channel which is free from interference. Only when significant interference is present, a new 
frequency is searched. The bridges are connected to the hospital server via Wi-Fi or Ethernet to 
transmit the data to the server. 

The last part of the SV system is the user interface for hospital clinics. Patients could be linked to  
a patch and the patient’s vital signs data with possibly alarm could be displayed on the desktop 
application of the handheld devices.   

Measurement cycle 
The patch can measure the three vital signs every two minutes. The operation of the patch is 
shown in Figure 21. Every measurement cycle takes two minutes and comprises of a temperature 
circuitry, an ECG measurement circuitry and a respiration circuitry. During the first two seconds 
of the measurement cycle, the axillary temperature is measured by a thermistor.  At the same 
time-interval the battery power is measured. After two seconds, the  ECG measurement circuitry 
is switched on and the ECG signal can stabilize for the first fourteen seconds. Then a 30 seconds 
measurement period follows to record the ECG and calculate the average HR according to the HR-
algorithm. Consecutively, the ECG circuitry is switched off and the respiration measurement 
circuitry is switched on. Again, the first fourteen seconds is used to stabilize the respiration data. 
Then a 60 seconds measurement period follows to record the respiration and to calculate the 
average respiration rate according to the RR-algorithm. The respiration measurement circuitry 
is then switched off and the new values of HR, RR, T and battery level are being transmitted by 
the patch. Then the whole process repeats [38]–[40].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Heart rate algorithm 
The HR is determined using a single-lead ECG with standard ECG electrodes. The two electrodes 
are place on the Lead-1 position. From this ECG signal, the HR can be easily determined. However, 
there are two important side notes. First, the two ECG electrodes are placed closer together than 
usual in the conventional Lead-1 position due to the size of the patch. In this modified Lead-1 
position the R-wave can be narrower and the ST-segment can therefore be elevated. Second, 
disturbances can disturb the signal. Therefore, a HR-algorithm is developed, which consist of two 
steps based on the methods proposed by Hamilton et al. [109]. First, the condition step filters the 
raw signal to supress noise. In addition, it improves the energy of the heartbeats. Second, the 
detection step has a few thresholds and other physiological rules to distinguish regular ECG 
signals from corrupted ones. Corrupt ECG segments are automatically excluded from the HR 
calculation if the majority (85%) of the data segment is corrupted. When both steps have been 
performed, the average HR will be calculated, making sure that the signals are valid [40].  

Figure 21: Sensium Vitals® Patch vital signs measurement cycle.  
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Respiration algorithm 
The RR  is determined by impedance pneumography. The patch measures the thorax impedance 
change that is associated with breathing. An alternating current is delivered between the two ECG 
electrodes of the patch. This current mainly passes through the skin and measures the small 
impedance change across the chest when the lungs expand and contract during breathing. The 
current is a high frequency (32 kHz) and low amplitude (10 uA) current. When the lungs are 
expanded, it is more difficult for the current to pass through the chest and thus the impedance 
will increase. When the lungs are contracted the impedance will decrease.  

When a patient is in rest, the impedance pneumography is a good-working method to measure 
the RR. However, when the patient eats, drinks or mobilizes, it is more difficult to measure the 
RR, because possible disturbances are present in the data. Therefore, a RR software algorithm is 
developed, which consist of two steps. First, the conditioning step filters the raw respiration 
waveform to minimize noise. Using autocorrelation, regular respiratory signals are improved, 
and irregular signals are supressed. Second, the detection step has a few thresholds and other 
physiological rules to distinguish regular respiration waveforms from corrupted ones. When both 
steps are performed, the average RR will be calculated, provided the signals is valid [39].  

Both abilities of the algorithms are minimized by using very efficient calculation techniques. This 
allows the battery to last for 6 days.  

Alarm strategy 
The alarm strategy of the SV system is based on consecutive threshold values. The nurses will get 
an alarm of abnormal vital signs values, when a vital sign value is larger or smaller than the 
defined upper or lower threshold value for a defined time-interval (Ts = 2 min). The upper 
threshold value, the lower threshold value and the number of samples should be set for all three 
vital signs and could be adjusted by the nurses when necessary. Nurses will also be warned when 
multiple consecutive measurements will not result in a value.  
 
Reliability 
The SV system is considered as a reliable measurement device. The vital signs have a standard 
deviation of two bpm for HR, two brpm for RR and 0.2 °C for the axillary T [38]. The HR is not 
calculated about 10% of the time, due to noise. However, when the patient is in atrial fibrillation, 
the data is rejected in about 55% of the time, since the patch is reliable for heartrates between 30 
and 200 bpm [40]. The RR is not calculated in about 50 percent of the time, due to noise. However, 
the other 50% is enough to be able to make a conclusion of the RR [39].  
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Appendix 2 - Dutch interview for the general ward nurses 
 
Achtergrond 
- Hoelang bent u al werkzaam in de zorg en op deze afdeling?  
- Bent u al eerder met continue monitoring in aanraking gekomen? 
  Indien ja, ook met draadloze monitoring? 
 
Handelen zonder de Sensium Vitals 
- Kunt u mij wat meer vertellen over het gebruik van de EWS in het AMC? 
  - Hoe vaak per dag en wanneer worden de vitale parameters gemeten bij patiënten? 
  - Wordt vanuit deze vitale parameters altijd de EWS berekend?  
  - Welke componenten zijn dan betrokken binnen deze EWS?  
  - Wanneer wordt een EWS als afwijkend beschouwd?  
  - Hoe handelt u op een afwijkende EWS? 
- Wat is uw grootste ergernis omtrent de vitale functies? 
 
Verwachtingen/algemene indruk Sensium Vitals 
- Wat waren voorafgaand aan de implementatie uw verwachtingen over de SV systeem?  
   Denk hierbij aan tijd, gemak, storing, toegevoegde waarde, werkdruk en alarmen 
- Wat is nu uw algemene indruk over het gebruik van de Sensium Vitals? 
- Wat ziet u als grootste voordeel aan het gebruik van de Sensium Vitals?  
- Wat zie u als grootste nadeel aan het gebruik van de Sensium Vitals?   
 
Handelen met de Sensium Vitals 
- Kon u gemakkelijk wennen aan het gebruik met de Sensium Vitals?  
    Denk hierbij aan tijd, gemak, storing, toegevoegde waarde en reactie op alarmen 
   Zo nee, wat was moeilijk waar u niet snel aan kon wennen?  
- Kunt u mij vertellen hoe u handelt wanneer u een alarm ontvangt?  
- Wat bepaald of u de EWS berekend op basis van een alarm? 
- Kunt u mij een voorbeeld geven van uw handelen wanneer de EWS afwijkend blijkt te zijn na    
   alarmering?  
 
Alarmering 
- Kunt u mij uw mening vertellen over de alarmering van de Sensium Vitals? 
  - Wat vindt u van dit aantal alarmen dat u ontvangt per patiënt per dienst?  
  - Hoe vindt u het om te beoordelen op vital sign trends in plaats van enkele waardes?  
  - Wat vindt u van de instelling van de drempelwaardes? 
- Op dit moment wordt er gebruik gemaakt van twee drempelwaardes per vital sign, in  
   hoeverre zou u het een toevoeging vinden wanneer er extra drempelwaardes worden          
   toegevoegd? 
- Heeft u het gevoel dat u de arts vaker heeft benaderd sinds het gebruik van de Sensium Vitals?    
   Zo ja, wat vond u er van om de arts vaker te moeten te benaderen? 
- Hoe ziet voor u de ideale alarmstrategie eruit?  
 
Toekomstperspectief 
- In hoeverre denkt u dat verslechtering van de patiënt eerder wordt opgemerkt door het  
   gebruik van de SV systeem? 
- Op dit moment wordt de Sensium Vitals alleen nog in studieverband gebruikt. Ziet u het voor    
   zich dat dit ook daadwerkelijk op de afdeling geïmplementeerd gaat worden? 
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Appendix 3 - all patients with alarms and/or adverse events 
  

Figure 22: Study ID 1 - vital signs after colon resection.  TP-2 alarms correspond to TP-post alarms.     
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Figure 23: Study ID 2 - vital signs after colon resection.   TP-1 alarms correspond to TP-prior alarms and TP-2 alarms correspond to TP-post alarms.     
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Figure 24: Study ID 3 - vital signs after abdominoplasty. 
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Figure 25: Study ID 6 - vital signs after parathyroidectomy.  
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Figure 26: Study ID 9 - vital signs after colon resection. 
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Figure 27: Study ID 10 - vital signs after subtotal colon resection. 
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Figure 28: Study ID 11 - vital signs after pylorus preserving pancreaticoduodenectomy. 
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Figure 29: Study ID 13 - vital signs after drainage perianal abscess. 
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Figure 30: Study ID 15 - vital signs after esophagus resection. 
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Figure 31: Study ID 16 - vital signs after pylorus preserving pancreaticoduodenectomy. 
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Figure 32: Study ID 19 - vital signs after subtotal stomach resection. 
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Figure 33: Study ID 20 - vital signs after esophagus resection. 
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Figure 34: Study ID 21 - vital signs after lymph node dissection. 
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Figure 35: Study ID 22 - vital signs after esophagus resection. 
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Figure 36: Study ID 23 - vital signs after gastroenterostomy. TP-2 alarms correspond to TP-post alarms.     
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Figure 37: Study ID 24 - vital signs after pylorus preserving pancreaticoduodenectomy. TP-1 alarms correspond to TP-prior alarms and TP-2 alarms correspond to TP-post alarms. 
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Figure 38: Study ID 25 - vital signs after Appleby procedure.  
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Figure 39: Study ID 26 - vital signs after subtotal pancreas resection. TP-1 alarms correspond to TP-prior alarms.     
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Figure 40: Study ID 27 - vital signs after subtotal colon resection. TP-1 alarms correspond to TP-prior alarms and TP-2 alarms correspond to TP-post alarms.  
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Figure 41: Study ID 28 - vital signs after metastasectomy liver.  
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Figure 42: Study ID 29 - vital signs after remediation of presacral fistula.  
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Figure 43: Study ID 32 - vital signs after subtotal pancreas resection.  
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Figure 44: Study ID 33 - vital signs after choledochal cyst resection.  
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Figure 45: Study ID 38 - vital signs after esophagus resection.  
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Appendix 4 - All alarms of the combined data set divided into 12 subgroups 

Figure 46: All true positive alarms prior to adverse events, subdivided into the different vital signs.  The orange line is the moment of alarming and the black dotted line the median 
vital sign data.    
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Figure 47: All true positive alarms following adverse events, subdivided into the different vital signs. The orange line is the moment of alarming and the black dotted line the median 
vital sign data.    
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Figure 48: All false positive alarms, subdivided into the different vital signs. The orange line is the moment of alarming and the black dotted line the median vital sign data.    
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Appendix 5 - Results of recommendations 

 
This appendix shows per recommendations the adjustment with the outcomes in terms of 
sensitivity, false discovery rate, number of true positive prior alarms, number of true positive 
post alarms, number of false positive alarms. The row marked in blue is defined as the optimal 
setting per recommendation. The original alarm outcomes in terms of sensitivity, false discovery 
rate, and number of alarms were as follow:  

 
 

1. Implementing personalized threshold  

 
 

2. Increasing the upper HR threshold during the day (8am - 23pm) 

Higher HR 
threshold 

value (bpm) 

Sensitivity False 
discovery rate 

Number of    
TP-prior 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
TP-post 

alarms (n) 

Number of   FP 
alarms (n) 

122 0.37 0.59 10 23 47 
124 0.37 0.57 10 23 43 
126 0.37 0.54 10 23 39 
128 0.37 0.54 10 23 39 
130 0.37 0.54 10 23 39 
132 0.37 0.53 10 23 37 
134 0.37 0.53 10 23 37 
136 0.37 0.54 10 23 38 
138 0.37 0.54 10 23 38 
140 0.32 0.53 9 24 37 

 

Sensitivity False discovery 
rate 

Number of TP-
prior alarms (n) 

Number of TP-
post alarms (n) 

Number of FP 
alarms (n) 

0.37 0.59 10 24 48 

CDF time 
interval 

Lower and 
upper 

centile (%) 

Sensitivity False 
discovery 

rate 

Number of    
TP-prior 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
TP-post 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
FP alarms 

(n) 

Complete 
dataset 

1 - 99 0.32 0.79 6 4 38 

Complete 
dataset 

2 - 98 0.37 0.77 7 11 61 

First 24 
hours 

1 - 99 0.58 0.83 25 26 241 

First 24 
hours 

0.5 - 99.5 0.47 0.83 22 17 193 

First 24 
hours 

0.1 - 99.9 0.42 0.83 10 15 121 

Last 24 
hours 

1 - 99 0.47 0.74 21 14 102 

Last 24 
hours 

0.5 - 99.5 0.42 0.74 15 11 68 

Last 24 
hours 

0.1 - 99.9 0.37 0.56 12 7 24 
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3. Decreasing the lower RR threshold during the day (23pm - 8am) 

Lower RR 
threshold 

value (brpm) 

Sensitivity False 
discovery rate 

Number of    
TP-prior 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
TP-post 

alarms (n) 

Number of   FP 
alarms (n) 

7 0.37 0.55 10 24 42 
6 0.37 0.55 10 24 41 
5 0.37 0.55 10 24 41 
4 0.37 0.55 10 24 41 

 

4. Implementing the post-operative course  

Percentage of 
tightening the 
upper HR and 

upper RR 
threshold 
value (%) 

Percentage of 
tightening the 

upper T 
threshold 
value (%) 

Sensitivity False 
discovery 

rate 

Number of    
TP-prior 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
TP-post 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
FP alarms 

(n) 

0 1 0.47 0.60 18 28 70 
10 1 0.58 0.70 27 42 161 
5 1 0.53 0.59 23 48 100 
4 1 0.53 0.55 23 37 77 
3 1 0.47 0.55 23 38 75 

 

5. Implementing maximum number of samples where the alarm was created over 

Minimal 
samples (n) 

Sensitivity False 
discovery rate 

Number of    
TP-prior 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
TP-post alarms 

(n) 

Number of   FP 
alarms (n) 

7 0.32 0.53 8 18 29 
8 0.32 0.54 9 22 37 
9 0.32 0.56 9 22 39 

10 0.32 0.57 9 22 41 
11 0.32 0.57 9 23 42 
12 0.32 0.57 9 23 43 
13 0.32 0.57 9 24 43 
14 0.32 0.57 9 24 44 
15 0.32 0.58 9 24 45 
16 0.32 0.58 9 24 45 
17 0.37 0.57 10 24 45 

 

6. Implementing minimal area under the curve in the seven samples prior to HR alarms 

Minimal AUC 
(bpm) 

Sensitivity False 
discovery 

rate 

Number of    TP-
prior alarms (n) 

Number of   TP-
post alarms (n) 

Number of   FP 
alarms (n) 

50 0.37 0.57 10 23 44 
55 0.37 0.57 10 23 43 
60 0.37 0.57 10 23 43 
65 0.37 0.55 10 23 41 
70 0.37 0.55 10 23 41 
75 0.37 0.54 10 23 39 
80 0.32 0.54 9 22 37 
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7. Implementing minimal variability in the 30 samples prior to the RR alarms 

Minimal 
standard 
deviation 

Sensitivity False 
discovery rate 

Number of    
TP-prior 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
TP-post alarms 

(n) 

Number of   FP 
alarms (n) 

2.5 0.37 0.58 8 21 40 
3 0.37 0.59 8 19 38 

3.5 0.37 0.58 8 18 36 
4 0.37 0.57 8 17 33 

4.5 0.32 0.60 7 14 32 
 

8. Implementing minimal percentage of samples that exceeded the threshold in the seven 
samples after the RR alarms 

Minimal 
percentage 

(%) 

Sensitivity False 
discovery rate 

Number of    
TP-prior 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
TP-post alarms 

(n) 

Number of   FP 
alarms (n) 

10 0.37 0.57 10 24 45 
20 0.37 0.57 10 24 45 
30 0.37 0.57 10 23 44 
40 0.37 0.57 10 23 44 
50 0.37 0.58 10 22 44 
60 0.37 0.57 10 20 39 
70 0.32 0.57 9 19 37 
80 0.32 0.56 9 18 34 
90 0.26 0.59 6 14 29 

 

9. Replacing the threshold-based alarm strategy with a trend-based alarm strategy  

Heart rate 

Time 
frame 
(hour) 

Minimal 
slope 

Sensitivity False 
discovery 

rate 

Number of    
TP-prior 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
TP-post 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
FP alarms 

(n) 

6 0.075 0.58 0.80 19 25 174 
6 0.1 0.53 0.82 16 13 134 
6 0.125 0.47 0.83 13 7 100 
8 0.075 0.58 0.77 18 16 117 
8 0.1 0.37 0.88 11 3 78 
8 0.125 0.16 0.86 5 3 48 

10 0.075 0.37 0.85 9 5 78 
10 0.1 0.16 0.88 4 3 53 
10 0.125 0.06 0.90 1 2 28 
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Respiratory rate 

Time 
frame 
(hour) 

Minimal 
slope 

Sensitivity False 
discovery 

rate 

Number of    
TP-prior 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
TP-post 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
FP alarms 

(n) 

4 0.05 0.63 0.80 36 44 314 
4 0.1 0.53 0.80 18 23 165 
4 0.15 0.42 0.83 11 8 95 
6 0.05 0.58 0.81 20 20 166 
6 0.1 0.26 0.78 6 9 53 
6 0.15 0.05 0.91 1 2 29 
8 0.05 0.37 0.85 9 7 94 
8 0.1 0.05 0.93 1 1 27 
8 0.15 0 1 0 0 15 

 

Temperature 

Time 
frame 
(hour) 

Minimal 
slope 

Sensitivity False 
discovery 

rate 

Number of    
TP-prior 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
TP-post 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
FP alarms 

(n) 

8 0.005 0.58 0.82 16 15 142 
8 0.01 0.32 0.90 6 1 66 
8 0.015 0.20 0.88 4 1 36 

10 0.005 0.42 0.84 8 10 97 
10 0.01 0.26 0.86 5 1 37 
10 0.015 0.11 0.88 2 1 21 
12 0.005 0.20 0.87 4 6 65 
12 0.01 0.11 0.89 2 1 25 
12 0.015 0.11 0.84 2 1 16 
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Appendix 6 – Combining effective recommendations  

This appendix shows the combination of implementing effective recommendation for the alarm 
strategy step-by-step starting with the most effective one. Rows not marked in blue did not show 
a higher effectiveness compared to the effectiveness of the previous combined alarm settings.  

  

Alarm settings Sensitivity False 
discovery 

rate 

Number of    
TP-prior 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
TP-post 

alarms (n) 

Number of   
FP alarms 

(n) 
Original 0.37 0.59 10 24 48 
Original +  
Post-operative course 

0.53 0.55 23 37 77 

Original +  
Post-operative course + 
Personalized thresholds 

0.53 0.70 27 16 98 

Original +  
Post-operative course + 
Personalized thresholds + 
Minimal variability prior to 
RR alarms 

0.53 0.70 27 16 98 

Original +  
Post-operative course + 
Personalized thresholds 
(not applied for HR upper 
threshold) +  
Increasing the upper HR 
threshold during the day 

0.32 0.79 12 9 78 

Original +  
Post-operative course + 
Personalized thresholds + 
Minimal AUC prior to HR 
alarms 

0.42 0.75 17 9 78 

Original +  
Post-operative course + 
Personalized thresholds + 
Minimal AUC prior to HR 
alarms +  
Minimal percentage of 
samples that exceeded the 
threshold after RR alarms 

0.42 0.75 17 9 78 

Original +  
Post-operative course + 
Personalized thresholds 
(not applied for  RR lower 
threshold) +  
Minimal AUC prior to HR 
alarms +  
Decreasing the lower RR 
threshold during the night 

0.42 0.76 17 9 84 

Original +  
Post-operative course + 
Personalized thresholds + 
Minimal AUC prior the HR 
alarms + 
Maximal number of 
samples over which an 
alarm can be generated 

0.32 0.77 12 9 70 
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